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Name Location Date Comment

ROSEMARY PERKINS Richmond,Surrey, United

Kingdom

2014-07-08 ever since they were small my three children would stop their grumbling in the

car, and shout with excitement  "the cows, the cows!" as we passed. Now their

children do the same. What a pity if they disappear...we love them.

Dan Jellinek Brighton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-08 Unbelievable! Not only humourless and tight-fisted but these cows are surely

great publicity. We want them all back - and maybe an extra golden one?

Kelly Falconer East Twickenham, Hong

Kong

2014-07-08 Heritage landmark.

Tobias Jellinewk East Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-08 Because it has great charm and charm is singularly lacking these days.

Diana Dalasini Hampton Hill, United

Kingdom

2014-07-08 We love the cows!  Would gladly contribute.

Stuart Durant Richmond, United

Kingdom

2014-07-08 The cows were an important part of the lives of my three children - they adored

seeing them and used to shout 'the cows !' whenever they saw them. I'd like my

grandchildren to have the same pleasure.

Betty Ainslie Hampton Hill, United

Kingdom

2014-07-08 It is a landmark and has been a feature of the community for years. I would

rather the cows fall on me than the ugly LED advertising signs which are a

blight on our landscape

Eleanor Pigg Hampton Hill, United

Kingdom

2014-07-08 Its been a local landmark and quirky talking point as long as I can remember.

Plus, the building needs all the help it can get! The architecture along that road

isn't exactly inspiring so something as quirky and random as

concrete/fibreglass cows makes people smile, and we need as much of that as

we can get these days. Dairy Crest should have more pride in their cows!

Gill Trenter Whitton, United Kingdom 2014-07-08 The cows have been a landmark since I moved to the area 37 years ago, they

will be truly missed.  Bring back the cows..

Kim Trenter Isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-08 It's a historic landmark!

Kim Virdi teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-08 Used to pass these everyday when I was growing up. Such a big memory from

my childhood!

paul Johnston HAMPTON, United

Kingdom

2014-07-08 I am a local resident and treasure these cows. I rarely see any others, although

I do drink milk.

steve bates london, United Kingdom 2014-07-08 god save the cows

John Fox Southampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-08 I really miss seeing the cows atop the Dairy Crest, formerly Job's Dairy,

building at Feltham. With the high level A316 passing close by at roof level the

presence of the cows conveyed a lovely, almost bucolic, 'welcome' to London

as motorists transitioned from the end of the M3 and began one's approach to

central London via the A316. I would love to see the cows restored to their

former position.

serena griffiths Staines, United Kingdom 2014-07-09 A lost link with our past

Karim Ajid Richmond, United

Kingdom

2014-07-09 They've been there all the time I've lived in SW London (18 years) - we remove

them now? They served an indicator to my kids that we were almost home.

Jill Hamilton London, United Kingdom 2014-07-09 I like them

Sandra Whelan Crondall, United

Kingdom

2014-07-09 Ever since being a child I have remembered the cows - children's love them

and  play along to look out and see who spots them first - what harm can they

do - they've been there years



Name Location Date Comment

leo mortimer brighton, United Kingdom 2014-07-09 brightens up a grey building and cheers the family up. Local landmark

Ian Schofield Silverstone, United

Kingdom

2014-07-09 The cows have been a landmark for years and I always made a point of saying

'Good morning cows@ when passing on my way to work (Yes, sad I know!).

Please put some new cows on the roof, I am glad I am not alone in this!  Are

the old cows available to purchase?

Samantha Trimby Whitchurch, United

Kingdom

2014-07-09 I love the cows

Sharon Baker Woodham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-09 Because they have been there all of my life, it's history

philippe foti sunningdale, United

Kingdom

2014-07-09 these cows have been part of my life...they don't need to go!

Louise Bateman Brighton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-09 These are an important part of our local history.

Michele Jordan Balham, London., United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I am supporting a work colleague who is devastated at the remoooooval of the

cows.

Lesley Wallis Hanworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I have lived in the area all my life and the cows are symbolic to Hanworth

Chris Stoneham Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Its a instantly recognisable sight on a very plain and boring road.

Wayne Clements Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 too many things are changing and not always for the best these cows are a

great memory as a child and I would love to think in years to come they will be

a fond memory of children in the future.

Steve Trotman Brentford, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Remember seeing then for the whole of my life the cows NEED to come back

Nigel Donnelly Hayes End, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Local heritage

Karen Webb Stockport, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I was born and brought up in Hanworth and they were something that made the

area 'special'.  Visitors knew where to leave the motorway to find us.  Now I live

in Cheshire, but look upon the cows as the sign that we are 'home' when we

make visits back to see parents, family and friends.

Helen Jelpke Hanworth 2014-07-10 This has been a landmark for years, and should be put back.

bethany  morris Isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I loved these cows as a child and my children love these cows too. I

understand they are in need of repair and request that these repairs are made

forthwith. Restore the cows!!

Adam Poulton Christchurch, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I have seen the roof top cows my entire life..... do not let these iconic cows be

gone for good. They need to be replaced.

sarah butcher Sunbury-on-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 Children love to see the cows and count them while driving past

Kerryn Brooker Watson Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Lost landmark!!!

Marie Hull Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Bring back the cows!!!!!!

MARGARET

ARMSTRONG

Ascot, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 My father worked and husband worked for Jobs Dairy. Dad was a boiler man in

the plant 1960 -1970 and these cows are iconic to the area. often taken for

ransom by students but always returned unharmed.

Robert Huff Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 They were a nice reminder of my childhood.

Rebecca Stewart Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 This is a well know land mark and too much of Feltham is being lost as it it



Name Location Date Comment

Justine Fidler Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 These cows are a important local landmark, loved by many, and have been

special to me all my life.  They are iconic to the point that all the children I know

look forward to seeing them as they drive past.  The Dairy Crest cows have

made thousands of people smile and must continue doing so.  Please, please,

please return them!

Jimmy-lee Johnston walton on thames, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I grew up seeing these cows and with children of my own now i would tell them

to moo to the cows on the roof bring them back..its things like the cows that

should be shared by generations.

bary raymond feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 They are part of our local heritage and history

Angela Allan Woking, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 My Mum & Dad met whilst working there back in the 1950's - my Grandad and

numerous other family members worked there.  There is still a Reunion Club

for those who were at the original Jobs Dairy.  BRING BACK THE COWS they

are a "point of local interest" to anyone driving past.

Simon Watkins Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Bring back the cows - my daughter loves them!

Charlotte  Urquhart ryde, IOW, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I'm 33, so always remember the cows being there. FIx them, don't get rid of

them please!

Fran Tocock Newbury, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I grew up seeing this cows on the roof. And my children now love seeing them

as we drive past. Please restore the cows to their former glory

Pauline Swindells Fareham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 They've been part of my life for 60 years! Loved looking out for them!

Lorraine Peckham Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Local landmark. Lived in whitton for 34 years and was also how you knew

you'd come home!

Gillian Penycate Evesham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Big part of my life when I was growing up. Have moved away but still come

back. They make smile and I know I'm home.

Sarah Daniels Bracknell, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 These cows are a landmark on my journey into London, I was definitely

saddened to not see them when driving to Heathrow last week :(

kelly cox Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 My nephews love them and I see them as a landmark of home

Caroline Dean Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Please restore the cows they iconic! My family will be so sad if they aren't

replaced.

Tony Smith Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 It is a well known land mark..

Terry Fox Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 How is this now a H&S Issue when they have been there for over 30 years!?!?!

Typical spin that companies are now hiding behind to justify things!

Sandra Doran Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 The cows have been there for years when my mum was young and worked at

the then Jobs Dairy, never had a health and safety issue then, it's a joke, bring

back the cows

Margaret Green Australia 2014-07-10 I was born and brought up in Hanworth and the cows have been first on the

grass out the front then when the flyover was built they were moved to the roof.

It wouldn't be Hanworth without them.  Please do put them back. Thanks.

Nicola Gould Whitton, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Those cows were a sign we're home!

Stephen SAUNDERS Camberley, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 industrial landmark

catherine davies RICHMOND, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 BRING THE COWS BACK.  Its so sad passing by the dairy to no longer see

the cows. I used to love seeing them and often would chuckle to myself at the

crow that used to perch on the end cow. (im sure it was the same crow

everytime).  Please put the cows back ;-)



Name Location Date Comment

Matthew Amper-west Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Their the only way I can direct people to my house! Been there all my life

Jeremy Enness Hastings, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 They are an iconic memory of my childrens past, living in Hampton Wick it was

a sign for them that a long car journey was almost over and required them to

shout "cows on the roof ! "

Helen Hill Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Seeing the cows on the roof of Dairy Crest has signalled to me since early

childhood the end of a long journey and the fact that I am nearly home. They're

a fun sight that brighten up an otherwise dull stretch of road.

Colin Stark Santiago, Chile 2014-07-10 These cows BELONG on the roof and it is DC's responsibility to ensure they

remain there. The cost of fixing fibre glass cows to a roof cannot be that

much???

Danielle Cornwall Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 when I was little i always knew I was near home when I saw them

Duncan woods twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 part of my childhood

Zoe Windsor Gosport, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I used to keep my horses in Hanworth and the cows are something of a

reminder of that time,

Bradley Burnell Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Part of my childhood memories!

Jess Watts Blackpool, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 fond childhood memory

Teddy Howard Woking, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I always wanted one as a child. Now I want my daughter to see them.

Rod Kebble London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 The cows are a reminder to people of where milk actually comes from.

Vivien Jackson Sunbury on Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 Unique, iconic and make you smile.

Carol Pocock Chichester, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 These cows to me symbolise arrive at the area where I grew up when I leave

the M3.  Please put them back on the roof, I would like my child to also have

that experience.  They cost nothing to keep.  Just restore them and put them

back as a sign of your commitment to the area. 

dawid szewczyk feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 i am working there

Clifford Howe Chey, France 2014-07-10 I grew up with them and so did my daughter- put them back for future

generations and get a mooove on doing it!

Natalie Langford Hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 As a child my siblings and I would shout cows on the roof whenever we went

past as it meant we had nearly arrived home

ricky murrell Sunbury-on-thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 Always seen the cows on the roof from the a316. A nice warm touch to a

normal building.

daryl thomas richmond, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I have passed these cows almost daily ,and my children too,and now

grandchildren it cant cost much to buy new ones!!!!

Julia Watts Lancashire, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I knew when i saw the cows I was nearly at the end of a 230 mile journey to

visit my daughter. Put them back pleeease

Hollie Smart Surrey, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 The cows are a fond childhood memory for me!

Paul Campbell Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I have in my garden one of the cows from the last refurbishment of 20 years

ago. If replacements could be commissioned then, why not now?  I remember

them outside the old dairy before the motorway was built and it was a quiet

winding country road to Sunbury. By my reckoning they have been there for

more than 50 years. Cows at this location are part of our heritage.  Come on

Dairy Crest - moooove your minds, it's udderly bonkers to blame health and

safety to remove them permanently
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Susie Burns Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 These are part of my life - everyone loves them.  If you have to remove them,

then at least replace them with new ones.  Please????????

Danielle Moon London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Save the cows!

Laura Tickner Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 always notice these cows driving past - reminds me of my childhood going to

see my nan.

Tina English twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 All my children have grown up knowing that as soon as they see the cows we

are nearly home. They are a local landmark.

Jennifer Watt Bournemouth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 They are part of my childhood!!!!

R Davies Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Bring back our cows please. They are part of our history.

Holly Dunn Crowthorne, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Seeing these cows remind me of my childhood and my Nan who sadly passed

away this year. We always used to sing "I can see the moo cows" as we drove

past. A tradition I would like to keep!

Charlie Moire Reading, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I grew up in south west London. The cows let us know we were nearly home

after a long journey. They are a very important part of my childhood and still

make me smile   every time i see them

Natasha Hetherington Salford, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 We used to wave to the cows on any car journey! This is iconic, please bring

them back!

Lesley Fowler Hanworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 It makes me smile

Christopher Michael Chertsey, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 They have been in the area longer than I have!

Chris Holden Australia 2014-07-10 I always used to let out a moo when driving past the cows when I lived in the

UK please don't deny others the same joy it gave me

Georgia Stephenson Winchester, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 They're home!!!

Georgia Stephenson Winchester, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 They're home!!!

Georgia Stephenson Winchester, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 They're home!!!

Lisa Hunt Isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 The cows always used to symbolise the ending of a long car journey. When I

was a child I used to look out for the cows to know when I'm nearly home. They

are so individual and can not be seen anywhere else and will be a great loss if

they are not replaced.

Linda Dawson Hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 My Children loved to drive past them, and now my grandchildren. It s a local

landmark

Leanne Congreve Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 The cows have been there for ever and need to stay!

Mark Malins Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Iconic cows should be returned, always look on every journey and I have since

I was a small boy. Bring back the cows!

Rickey Wooding Walton-on-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 Always known them as the Cows in The Sky !!!

Oliver George Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 It's iconic

Robert Hughes Southall, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Tradition and preservation of a nationally known landmark are important for

everyone, but they are linked to your brand.  Destroy that tradition and you will

damage your brand.
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s mcconkey cardiff, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 iconic!!!!!!!!!

Suzanne Guyett Sunbury on Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 as i child i enjoyed driving passed the cows on top of the Dairy Crest Building, it

was a sign that we were almost home from what felt like the longest drive back

from the coast. I now have a young god sons who at the weekend was heart

broken to discover the cows were missing from the roof. please bring the cows

home for the next generation to enjoy.

Sophie Ernesta feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 these cows are a part of the community..many many holidays away of are we

home yet...stop as soon as my children see these cows as they know we are

near, love them, wave at them bring them back. its health and safety gone mad

Jackie Cuthew feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 They are an icon my kids always look out for them as they know they are

nearly home when they come into sight.

Stephen Drake Melbourne, Australia 2014-07-10 Heard the sad news. Born in Twickenham, lived in Whitton, Hampton,

Hanworth, part of my childhood those cows. 

The dairy should feel some cultural responsibility.

Claire Parsons Staines, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Grew up every Saturday pointing those cows out!!

Charlotte Rance Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 The cows were always a sign we were almost home after every holiday. Please

replace them

Clare Woodcock Sunbury, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 My 3 year old son LOVES those cows, and my boyfriend has loved those cows

for years as he has lived in the area since he was a kid.  We always shout

'COWS' whenever we drive past.  They must come back!  Besides, they make

everyone remember who Dairy Crest is!

Paul Tooley Farnborough, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 These cows have been part of our lives. Please put them back

stacey cuthew feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 there a land mark, learning to drive i new i was nearly home when i saw the

cows.

Joe Gallagher Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Since I was a child these cows have graced the drive to holiday destinations.

Now I don't want to go on holiday because not seeing the cows will shatter my

idea of a perfect holiday.

Simon Hall London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Without the cows where would we?

Simon Fox Winchester, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I used to look out for these when I was a child in the 1970s and then went past

them commuting to west London in the 1990s/2000s, they're proper landmarks!

Sandra Rundle Launceston, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I lived for many years in Hampton and always knew I was nearly home when

passing these iconic and visual landmarks in Hanworth!

Siobhan Ward west byfleet, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Because they were the sign that i was nearly in London when i was growing up

and my parents were driving into town !

sarah bower hampton middlesex,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 These are memories from my child hood and now my kids love them, they

know when we pass the cows we are nearly home, its things like this that

patents relie on incase a child gets lost they see things they know and find

there way!!

Gillian Cook Warminster, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Quirky things like this are an essential part of our heritage

gordon harris Shepperton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Always made smile when I drove past. Unique landmark that should be

retained.

Julie Ritchie Hampton Hill, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Because they are a landmark, amusing and have been there for years! They

make an ugly building look so much better - and why take them away??

caitlin curtis hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 These cows were a part of my childhood so bring them home x
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Hanna Pearce London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 The cows have been there since I was a child and I would always shout at

them not to jump. I tell this story to whoever is in the car with me when I pass. It

would be a real shame to not ever see them again, I want my daughter to shout

the same thing! Save the COWS!

Trudi Murray hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Things do go wrong in this world. But these cows are just so right. Please

mend them if you can.

Kate Goater Brentford, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 It is an icon of our generation, a landmark to remind you that you are nearly

home!

Maggie Chaffey Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 It's an iconic landmark and we love to see the cows

Aimee Pearce Basingstoke, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 It's a landmark for directions and a feature well-loved by our family

Clare Cronin Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 It is part of my childhood - something which always made as smile at the start

or end of a journey!  My 5 year old now always points them out as well.t

Andy Brown Gosport, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 My daughter always knew we were near Nanny and Grandad's house when

she was younger

Jennie Wilson Richmond, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Seeing the cows means we are home!

sian hotchin Middlesex,, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 when i was a little girl i loved seeing them and always said to my mum and dad

mooooo and i would like to show my little girl them just i my mum amd dad did

James Waine Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 When I was a child me and my sister would compete too see who could see

these cows first when returning from whatever trip we had been on. From that

point it has become a signal that I've returned home and in some way a

comfort.

Cathryn Tomlinson Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 as a young child I would see these cows after a long road trip and know that I

was almost home, I am 42 now and my daughter now looks out for them for

exactly the same reason!

scott taylor London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 They make me happy on the commute

louise Lewis Brixham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 These  cows are iconic and should be listed as they were always a sign we

were near the end of our journey. Please bring them back

Bruce Spencer Isleworth, West London,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 They have been there for so many years and they provide interest for those

who have passed and to those who had never seen them before.  Restore the

roof top cows please before the revolution takes place.

Alex Fenn london, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Childhood memories of just knowing you're nearly home, upset that I can't

show the same thing off to my kids. Bring them back!!!

Emma Burgess chertsey, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I remember them from my childhood and always pointed them out to my dad

chris Kelly Hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Bring back the cows!

Darren Hardy Hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I am 36 years old and the cows of dairy crest Hanworth are a strong happy

memory of times gone by, my son too knows these cows yet hes's not from the

area...... Let my unborn daughter share in these memorys, we live in a world

where there seems to be little happiness. 

Alasdair Hood Silverstone, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 the petition says it all

James Beal Chertsey, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 The cows mean home......
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Michelle Stock West Drayton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I grew up seeing these cows & miss their presence.

Louise Hazell London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 As a kid, being the first to spot these in the car meant you "won". But also

meant we were 5 minutes from home. Everyone loves them, so please find a

way to bring them back!

Jake Whittam London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 THEIR UDDERS TURN ME ON AFTER A LONG JOURNEY ON THE M3

Christopher Hamer kingston upon thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 What a shame to hear these have been removed. Definitely lost one of the

more amusing things about my commute to Windsor

Jake Whittam London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Their udders remind me of my childhood on my mothers lap...

Jo Fonseca Leatherhead, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I remember the cows from when I was a little girl visiting my grandparents, they

are a landmark.

Jaz Talbot Sunbury-on-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 Been pointing out these cows since I was a baby, now 21 I want them back!!!!

Jan Fenton/Franklin Overland Park, KS 2014-07-10 I remember working at Jobs year ago, both my sisters worked there also. In a

fog we fund them lines up at the bus stop.They are part of history, Once they

were on grass in front of the building. Bring them back

Paul Curtis London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I'm 29 and I live about 3 minutes further to the A316. I honestly cannot

overstate what those cow's represented to me and my siblings as children on

car journeys, be it the excitement of knowing we were leaving London for the

country or their reassuring gaze welcoming us home upon our return! As

important, Iconic and symbolic a roadside feature as any other in the UK, M4

RAC Tower, Spitfire Island, 'Give Peas A Chance', etc.

Boardering on a national landmark. Please return our cow's or replace them

with a fitting monument

Edd Coe Kensworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 The cows were cool!

Matt Albright London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 The cows where a major part of my childhood! I used to point them out but now

they are gone!

Kim Wiggins Walton-on-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 A landmark to look out for on the A316 when I was a kid!

Kerry Jordan Fernhurst, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 We should be keeping monuments like this that connect us to the communities

history.

Tracy Mays Bridgwater, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Iconic Landmark. A welcome home after long hours driving.

Loraine Burgon Whitstable, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I lived nearby for 10 years and the cows were something the kids all loved

when we passed in the car, they brightened the day..and took the eyes away

from the ugly concrete they were stood on ;-)

steve nicholas epsom, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Known these cows for years..... Hanworth would never be the same!!!

Stephanie lay London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I have lived in this area for the whole of my life and I remember I used to get

excited every time I saw them cows on the roof top. And I had hoped

my.children could of also shared that excitement.  Bring the cows home !!

Samantha Kerens Plymouth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Those cows are a part of everyone in the areas lives. They have been

throughout my entire life and are a fun landmark for everyone driving by. I love

them !

Dan Benton Camberley, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 One of the most important petitions I have signed this year!
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Nicola Hutin Kingston upon thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 For years I have driven past them with both of my children and we all loved

seeing them, and years later with my boyfriend

James Ford-Bannister Isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Childhood memories

Thomas Bassett west molsey, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 saw them throughout my childhood and want to keep seeing them

Susan Wiles London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I lived in hanworth all my life and grew up seeing those cows.. I want my

children to enjoy them as much as I did

Karen Hawes Hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I knew the electrician that installed them in the first place . This is very sad as I

consider them a local landmark on the gateway to London

Katie Cook Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I am a Diary Crest customer and have milk delivered three times a week from

the depot. It raises my spirits to see those cows when I come onto the A316

from a long drive up the M3.  It makes be feel that I am nearly home.  Life

would be blander without them.

peter wheatley crewkerne, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 i lived in Richmond most of my life, and when traveling past the cows on the

way home as kids we always knew not long now till home, allways allways look

for them when london bound. even my kids know them and they were babies

when we moved to somerset.

Fran Gourlay Hampton Hill, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I used to know we were nearly home from holiday breaks when we spotted the

cows on the roof as a child!

Mike Wallach London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Mooooooo

Ellen Shaw brighton, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 these cows mean more to me than u understand !!

Sam Duckett London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 This is a childhood memory for so many children and people from the

surrounding area. It also made Diary Crest stand out!

Anne Jenkins Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 The cows have always welcomed us home. My children now 17 and 15 have

always insisted on being stirred from their sleep on long journeys for the cows

as they are a sign we're very nearly home

Stephen Cotton Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 The M4 into London had its Lucozade advert restored after its removal. The M3

needs it's cows back.

lauren wheatley Briighton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I LOVE COWS :)

Raymmond Richardson Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I remember these, and the original cattle when they were in the field infront of

the dairy back in the 50's, they are a local landmark.

stuart broderick SWANLEY, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 London landmark and should br replaced with new cows

Sarah morgan Kingston, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 How can you not love the cows!?

Steve Roberts London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 These are an iconic landmark

William Shaw Brighton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 This is a great landmark. Not just local, this is a national loss. Millions of people

know these cows!

Laura O'Shea Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Because as a child you always knew when you saw them you were near

home... They are part of a happy youth seeing the cows on the roof.

Fran Rodd Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 These cows have been a big part of my life, when we'd go out for the day or on

holiday, we'd get to the cows and know we were nearly home. Now I live right

next to them and I tell people how to get here by telling them to look out for the

cows on the roof. I have 3 kids who love them as much as I did when I was

little.



Name Location Date Comment

Sarah Kane Sunbury-on-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 The cows have been a part of my childhood- at 20 years of age I still

automatically look at them everytime I pass on the A316! Bring back the cows!!

KIRSTY SHOESMITH ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 The cows are like a landmark! People love them! And the building looks plain

and grey without them.

Claire Benson Greater London, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 A sad loss of a local landmark

Robert  Savage Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I used to work for Unigate (then briefly Dairy Crest after the merger).

Faye Danaher Shepperton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I LOVE THOSE COWS! BRING THEM HOME....

Keir Ritchie London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Nothing is more important than this.

Duncan Cameron West Wycombe, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 change is rarely for the good.

Lucy IANSON Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I am 37 and was shocked at the weekend return from the seaside to see no

cows - they have always been the beacon that says 'nearly home!'. When we

were kids we used to moo at them! I don't do that any more honest! Please put

them back so we can show generations to come they are nearly home

MOOOOOO!

Mary Harvie london, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I have spent my entire life driving past these cows! As a child I loved them and

as many will have said rejoiced at their presence on my way past. Every

building should have model animals on top! Bring back all of the animals!

William Rice Sunbury, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 They are a landmark an icon.

Babs Sell Brentford, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 My children who are their 30 used always know they were nearly home when

they saw the cows so please bring them back my grandson now looks for them 

Louise Pearson Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I cannot believe health and safety can be an issue! They are on a roof for

goodness sake - they're not going to fly down and hurt someone! BRING THE

COWS HOME!

Susan Mace London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 My children loved to see them and now my first grandchild loves to see them

and shout out "the cows", they give such simple pleasure to so many and this

is a rare thing these days

SANDRA Larsen MAIDSTONE, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 They were part of my childhood when I was born and raised in Twickenham.

Jane McMorrow Brighton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 We have been making the journey from Brighton to West London to visit my

parents for the last 15 yrs. My kids LOVE those cows and still look out for them

on every journey - we all do! We feel so sad. Please bring them back. And, how

sad the building looks without them.

Richard Nash Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 They are a landmark as well a good advertising for Dairy Crest

Nikita Merritt Hanworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 My children know they are "home" when they see the cows.

Fiona Hope Eastbourne, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Health and safety risk to who the birds?

Lauren Tilley Shepperton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Always knew I was nearly home from long journeys and holidays when I saw

the cows. Would be losing a local landmark

Shelia Lyons Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 The Granddaughter always knows that we are nearly home,as did our children

before her. good enough reason for me!!



Name Location Date Comment

Kim Hardin Raeford, NC 2014-07-10 As a kid growing up in the area it was always so cool to see the cows. My

brothers and I would always look for them. I live in the States now but when I

come home I want my daughter to see them too :)

Lee House Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 This is part of local History. Citing H&S is a way of saying the money men dont

care about this.

Yossef LaCherie Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 its a fantastic site on the landscape, a very iconic fixture. My children from the

age of 12 months would shout '...cows on the roof...' as we drived past. Its sad

they have come down

Matthew Goodall Spain 2014-07-10 Although I now live in Spain, I was brought up in Twickenham. The cows are

my welcome home on return trips! Most importantly of all, health and safety

and minimal costs should not obstruct the obvious pleasure of countless

children. On the cynical side, those same children may remember Dairy Crest

when buying dairy products for their own families in years to come. It's a no

brainer, Dairy Crest, spend a little, restore a little fun to a grim skyline, look like

the good guys and heaps of free marketing! Moo-ve with the times. :) (sorry!)

Denise Tomlinson Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 This was a landmark important to me as a child, my children, my nephews,

nieces, great nephews, great nieces - Don't take them away!

tracey eldred Stanwell, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Im 24 years old and they have been there since my childhood I have even

shown my children its a small peice of history even though the building itself

might not be too important thst will be missed its like our own landmark!!!

Rebecca Morris-Bray Brighton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Bring back the cows!!

David Butterfield Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 The cows were an iconic landmark on getting close to London. My children

always look out for them! Why have they been removed. Please put them back!

Jo Dolan London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 i love the cows!!

Stephanie-Jane Phillips Hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Because we love the cows! their a landmark!!

David Millard Bude, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 They have been there forever and are part of local heritage. They must be

returned to their rightful place

Nisha Swaine Isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I love cows and we need to keep our dairy farms local

Toni Kent Newbury, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I hope they feel mooved to put them back up - come on Dairycrest bring back

the cows!

Thomas Gout kingston, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I've seen those cows since I was a kid, bring them back. [Insert cow based

pun]

Sara Mee Sunbury-on-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 The cows have been there for as long as I can remember, bring them back!!

wayne roser staines, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I have lived and worked in this area for 30 years they were always there to say

your home when you come off the motorway.

John Lakin Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Important landmark

Wendy Flynn Hanworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 These cows were the signal as a kid that we were almost home (living in

Hanworth) they have been there in some form for as long as i can remember

please bring them back

claire-louise boissieux hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 they have been there all my life and its a landmark



Name Location Date Comment

Thomas Dawkes Crowthorne, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I drove past this building every Sunday on the way to London Welsh RFC and

always looked at the cows. BRING THEM BACK!!!

Lynne Morgan Petersfield, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 My husband lives in SW London. I miss him when we're apart. The cows tell

me I'm nearly there.

Ryan Burgess Isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 It is a piece of history in my life

elaine pierson London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 As Charlie said earlier,  the cows have always been a sign that Im nearly home

- as a child I always looked for them as we passed as did my (now adult)

children - removing them has left a huge herd-shaped- hole...

Beverly Hetherington London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 The cows are iconic.  They are part of fabric of the area.  My kids used to make

up stories about the cows and we always knew we were home when returning

from holiday when we passed them by.  It is an ugly building with a lovely story

on top - please restore and return them to our landscape.

sue chuter Nether Wallop, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 They have been a landmark since I was 20 years old.....my children adored

them, my nieces...etc  This is a very dull road without much to look at...the

cows have always cheered me up!

Anne Clarke Whitton, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 They have become an infamous landmark. I've never seen any other building

with this distinguishing feature.

Peter Hocken Ruislip, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Always a landmark on the A316 when I lived in Braknell over thirty years' ago.

Only last Easter I pointed them out to my three year old great niece, so was

very sad to read of their demise. If nothing else they made a boring building

have visual impact. Why does health & safety have to demolish what is fun and

what people like. Dairy Crest should grow up and get real. Suggest we all stop

buying Dairy Crest products until the cows are restored to their place on the

roof. They were there long before Dairy Crest.

Will Key Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Bring back COWS ON THE ROOF!!!

paul balogh teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 always know I am nearly home when I see these.

Andrew Norman Bristol, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I've grown up passing those cows on family and latterly business trips to

London. They've always made me smile, they're part of my childhood!

Sarah Capstick Camberley, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 the cows are so iconic, they must come back!

Bob Kimbell Walton on Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 I was brought up in Twickenham for the first 45 years of my life, I was a

Milkman for 22 years although not with Dairy Crest but they was like a status

system for all milkmen. Also when traveling home with my children once we

saw the cows we knew we was nearly there. maybe they was in disrepair and

so they should be living up there all those years. simple fix their home and put

them back out to graze.

Russell Martin Esher, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Kids love it!!!

Lauren Shaw Isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I've loved the cows since I was a little girl - they always signified that we were

nearly home after a long journey! I can't see what health and safety concerns

anyone could have about our beloved cows!

Daniel Percy Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 The cows have been part of the local scenery for my entire lifetime, and the

whole community will miss them now they are gone.

Bea Smith Sunbury on Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 Local landmark, my children grew up loving these.



Name Location Date Comment

mary white isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I love cows and it's how I know I'm'm returning home

Vikki Quirk Rugby, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Ever since I was very young I always knew we were nearly home when we saw

the cows on the roof. My mum and dad would wake us up to see them. 20

years on and moved away I still look for them when I visit my family and tell

everyone in my car to look out for them. Such a simple idea brings so much joy

to so many people.

Marilyn Wrighr Staines, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 This is so wrong, how can they be gone. Bring them back !!!

Verity Maidlw London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I grew up in Hanworth - the cows are part of the fabric of TW13!

mark green London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 HISTORY  !!  TRADITION !!

Anne-Marie Martin Hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Without the cows I miss my turning ad end up in Kingston.  Without the cows

no smiles either, please bring them back

victoria billam stanwell, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 reminds me of my childhood. bring them back!!

Jon Cherry Hampton Hill, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 At the end of the M3 the grey, monotonous, urban sprawl of outer London

appears in my vision. The cold, architecturally devoid, landscape is broken by

the warm glow emanating from a single building. In the distance perched on the

roof, reminiscent of a Pink Floyd album cover, five little fibreglass cows keep

their heads bowed to reassuringly welcome me back home. It was impossible

to drive past without glancing at the herd. Now I glance at an empty concrete

field and realise another simple pleasure has gone.

sue pratten feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I always tell me coming to me, go pass the cows on the left then its my road.

Mark Hoskins Wolverhampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Always used to look out for these as we drove into London on the 316 - put

them back please!!

Stephen Pithouse London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 The model cows are of historical interest and were part of my childhood....we

always pointed out the moo-cows on family trips, they were also a major

landmark in the area too...my childhood is being destroyed in front of my

eye's....so, so sad!!

Sharon Brill Staines-upon-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 I used the cows as a landmark to go to kempton market, when i saw them i

knew i was on the right road

Graham Whittaker shepperton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Put the cows back where they belong and stop moooooving them,

Vicki Smith Chula Vista, CA 2014-07-10 I may be in the US but I'm a Brit, growing up in the south of England these

cows were a fixture of every visit to London.  It's bad enough that Shadbolt's

Veneer of the Week has gone from the North Circular.  Put the cows back!

Titus Kojder London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 These kind of silly decisions mean we lose too much character and magic from

our landscape, those cows have been a part of my life since 1975 or earlier, if

they're getting dangerous then fix them. Have a sense of fun as the people who

put them there clearly did.

Christine Coates Yateley, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Save the cows! They are an important landmark and part of my childhood.

Diana Fieldwick Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 It is a landmark that I and my children have always enjoyed seeing particularly

when travelling to see my mother in Devon

rita smyth london, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I like seeing it when I go to Hampshire

Martin Holmes Littlehampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 As a child I played first to spot the cows gets 10p. As we came down the A316.

My little girl needs to play this when she starts to talk!

Joe D Near the cows, United

Arab Emirates

2014-07-10 These cows were a monument for my childhood. They are a local landmark -

we need them back!



Name Location Date Comment

Fiona Washington East Molesey, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 They are a memory from my childhood which we loved.

Joanna Cakmak St Albans, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I grew up in Feltham and the cows have been there as long as I can remember!

kylie kuhlmann bedfont, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 they have always been there, they  are landmark!!!!!!!!!

Chris Percy Bracknell, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I remember looking out for the cows as a sign I was nearly home (Whitton)

when I was a child and have passed the fun of looking out for them as a

landmark to my children when they head to their grandparents.

Kelly Woolnough Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Part of my childhood and i always smile when i see them. I still count them as i

go past as i did when i was a child. Every time the number was different, my

dad said it changed as they went for milking. I would like to have the same

conversations with my children.

michelle wade hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I loved looking for'the cows' when I was young & so do my children

Rosalinda Sewell Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 My family and their families know when we are nearly home.

Frances Smith Hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 It has been a landmark of the dairy for as long as I've lived.  Jobs for years and

now Dairy Crest. Long live the cows

Christine Howes Stoke Newington,

London, United Kingdom

2014-07-10 Growing up in Twickenham, the iconic cows were a symbol of my childhood

that signified homecoming. Bring them back!

Steve Glew Southampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I grew up around the area and have since moved away and these cows are

iconic and to many mark a landmark so save those cows.

Sarah Stebbens Sunbury-on-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 Please bring back the cows!

Bryony Crowther Hampshire, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 From a personal and emotional point of view, I grew up in West London and,

given I am only a couple of years older than the cows, they have been part of

my life forever. Following down the generations, my little boy now loves them

and was distraught when we drove into London to see my mother and found

them gone. From a business point of view, the PR from the small investment of

having these cows on another fairly unattractive building in West London has

been huge for Dairy Crest. There will be a lot of negative press and knock on

brand negativity if the cows are not restored, particularly when the cost is

relatively small (cleaning, new fixings and a couple of man hours' worth of

time). It would be more cost-effective to put them back, than the cost of the loss

of sales, and imagine how many people would be really happy if this was done.

Mark Williams shepperton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Another local landmark !

Dan Nugent isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 These are an important local landmark beloved by many.

Sue Howes Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 They have been landmark on the approach to London for 37 years.

Pamela Prior London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Bring back our cows.

Susie Higgs London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Local resident who wants the cows back!!

vicki Jackson Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 It was the landmark we looked for as we come home on the motorway. it meant

we were almost home as children and still look forwards to seeing the cow

everytime I go past now.



Name Location Date Comment

Christine Gilbert Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I have driven past the cows since childhood - am now 50 - they mark the point

of a journey when I know I am home!

They are iconic.  They must be put back.

George Gould Brighton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 It's a part of the locality's identity! It was a marker for me as a child being driven

home and I plan to make use of it for my kids, just the same!

Ann Kent ealing, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 my kid,s knew we were nearly home when we passed the cows. they always

looke out for them. i'm sure there are plenty more who did the same

Jo Backhouse Lynton, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I remember these from my childhood and would hate to see them disappear!

Joanna Robottom Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 They've been a sign that I was nearly home after a journey for as long as I can

remember and I now that I'm the one driving, I think they actually make me

even happier to see

john chitty london, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Ever since i was a little boy my dad use to say we are nearly home when we

see the cows and i use to say it to my kids.

Karen Griffin-Worsleys Sandhurst, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I've lived most of my 56 yrs in the Feltham area , this is part of my family's

history and I would like this legacy to continue !

Roy Holder Llanfyllin, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 A icon from my teenage years -serves as a well known local marker - surely

everyone who passes along the A316/M25 overpass must then know their

location!

louise bl Addlestone, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Ever since I was little Ive always love the roof cows.  I understand health and

safety must come first but please replace some new cows that are up to the

challenge.  It's such a boring drive and I enjoy the cow spotting with my little

cousin in the car. He's 2 and loves the cows.  Bring back the cows!!

Jody Frost Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Please put the cows back I know the last ones got stolen but the new ones will

be safe.

Paul Jones Sunbury-on-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 They are a part of the landscape and this is a MUST! Return OUR cows!!

paul richardson-jones shepperton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 its a atalking point, my kids thought they were real as I did growing up

Amy Reid Richmond, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 they are an icon to the area and loved driveing past them every weekend as a

child. they bring joy to boring car journeys to so many childeren it would be

such a loss

Elaine Bayfield Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 The cows are part of modern local history and should be retained as they are a

local landmark.

Laura Franklin King's Lynn, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I remember them cows from when I was a child . Health and saftey gone mad !!

Bolt them down if its that much of a concern . I've never heard of anyone

injured because if the cows .  Ain't they got better things to do .

Tracey Messer-elgar Surrey, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Growing up in hounslow and moving out to Surrey when I see the cows I know

I'm "home" please put them back xx

Carol Green Sunbury on Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 Excellent road marker; after all it is a dairy

Lucy Holmes Hayes, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 They brought back the Lucozade bottle, now bring back the cows!

Eddie Bourne Sunbury-on-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 The kids are complaining already ! 

They've been there forever

jules barnett qld, WY 2014-07-10 ITS PART OF THE AREAS HISTORY. REPLACE THEM, OR WE BOYCOT

george darbon feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 its iconic

Mark Whitman Bishop's Stortford, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Part of my childhood and no doubt countless other children and (now) adults

alike, and shows that companies can have a fun side!



Name Location Date Comment

James Thomas Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 our kids miss them

amanda hancey Isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Bring the cows bk i have four girls who love seeing them when we drive past.

Its like a land mark u know ur nearly home. We miss the cows. Lol. hope they

are restored and put bk up a.s.a.p. it looks odd with out them.

stephen fraser Ascot, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 These are an Icon to the dairy and must be restored

Andy Drummer Feltham Middlesex

mr dairy cow London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 moooooooooo

Nina Edwards Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Come on Dairy Crest, put some new cows up there!  Definitely a local landmark

that will be missed.

Kathleen Marshall Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 The cows were a landmark known to all and much loved please put them back.

Helena Martin Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I'm 35 years old and the cows have been an iconic feature of my trips in and

out if London.  Generations have pointed them out to their children and their

children's children...please don't let health and safety and 'money' be reasons

to say goodbye to them!!

Claire Funnell Camberley, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I loved to see them as I drove past. Very sad that they are gone :(

Mark Savage Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Dairy Crest, please recognise the power of your brand -including bucolic

images you inevitably use in your advertising campaigns- and restore these

cows to the roof. What is not mentioned here is that the dairy plant itself has

been under threat of closure; I hope this is not the beginning of the end.

Deanne Archer Bradford, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I grew up in Twickenham and always knew I was nearly home when I saw the

cows on the roof. They are a real historic talking point and should not be totally

removed. It would be an extremely sad day if they were.

Michael Lloyd Addlestone, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Since I was a young boy, my family and I drove past this little gem and was

always so happy to see them. no with them gone its just yet another boring

landmark in london, bring them back they brought character to the place

Sally Anne March Hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 the cows are part of the "Welcome home" I feel as I drive past towards my

home - they make the journey brighter, we always look for them.  What a

dreary stretch of road it would be without them.

Charlotte Gurney Sunbury-on-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 My children love the cows. My 4 year old always shouts "don't jump cows". I

remember them since I was a child. They are a part of the dairy's and local

community's history.

Emma Durnford Teddington, Middlesex,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 It is a local landmark and lets me know when I should get ready to turn off the

A316 to go home to Teddington!

George Bishop mychett, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 This is apart of  our childhood!

Carole Tucker Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 These cows have delighted me ever since I have lived in Twickenham. They

are iconic!

Diane Perrott Newhaven, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Although i now live on the coast i come back to the area quite often, the cows

have been there as long as i remember (Job's Dairy) and it is a sorry sight that

they have been removed

Maria Pyres Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 They have been there since I have been born- PUT THEM BACK!

Peter Walker Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 It's the place my family always called from to ask us to put the kettle on!

Toby Baker Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 It's FUN!!!!



Name Location Date Comment

diane Keen Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Those cows have been there for generations - Its a Landmark in the area and

they need to be restored - Children have spotted them missing and they should

be returned to their rightful place..........They where replaced some years ago

and the original ones when for a lot of money - That's how important they are -

PUT THEM BACK

Emma Beagley Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Bring back the cows they are part of Twickenham and a fabulous landmark for

us all. Please return them.

Rebecca English Warborough, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Grew up in area seeing them every day, my children love them when we visit

grand parents.

colin wapshott high Wycombe, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I grew up in the area, and these cows are a local landmark. It would be such a

shame to see a part of history disappear because of 'health and safety'

nonsense. Have there ever been any reported injuries or incidents involving

these cows?

Margaret Allen Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Happy memories of my children who always yelled MOOOO as we drove past

PHILLIP LUCAS HOVE, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 These cows must be returned, it is a matter of national importance.  If the old

ones are too damaged, make new ones, and make them even bigger.  I will not

rest until Dairy Crest see sense.  Job's Dairy would never have behaved like

this.

Martha Mackenzie London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Key childhood landmark.

Oliver Whitford Farnham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 These cows need to be brought home!!!

Jackie Jones Hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 The cows are are a land mark of Hanworth.

Caroline Gibbs Chichester, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 growing up in Whitton and living in the area for 35 years those cows are part of

my childhood and every time I return to the area I love seeing them! Please

return ASAP

Jess Roche Basingstoke, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Always drove past this on the ya to my nan and grandads, my grandad passed

away in may last year and driving past those cows always reminded me of him!

Such a shame :(

Donna Pridham Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 This was always the sign that I had almost reached home on journeys back

from the West Country. Very comforting and happy sight!

Gary Hughes Shepperton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 For as long as I remember they have been up there, everyone I know knows

about the cows,  kids including my own love the cows, we have to make sure

we go past the cows on our way home from nanny's just so he can see them.

Why can't Dairy Crest just use a tiny bit of their profits to replace them instead

of sucking ever bit of character out what is already turning into a mundane bit

of England. Or is it the shareholders who just don't care about anything other

than lining there fat cat pockets with every penny possible and blaming health

and safety. Very poor Dairy Crest very poor.

B M United Kingdom 2014-07-10 The cows are not for moooving

Omar Juman london, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 OUT. Get whoever took these cows down, OUT!

martin trollope hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 after 30 years of driving back on the M3 i missed my turning... and of course all

the iconic heritage stuff ;-)

Jane Cowell whitton, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 reminds me of my youth

Jim Smart Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 These are iconic!  Repair the fixings and gets the cows back on the roof!



Name Location Date Comment

Robyn Macson Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I say hello to those cows every day on my journey to and from work. They help

to make this little part of the world a more interesting and fun landscape.

Without them, the Dairy Crest building is just another big, ugly concrete blob!

Rebecca Colwill Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 They are a unique part of our local history! As a local resident, you know you're

almost home when you see the cows after a long journey travelling up the

A316! They represent the character of our area...and do avert your eyes from

the ugly architecture!

Bridget Bishop Isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Local landmark and family tradition in knowing we were nearly home

Michael West Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I remember sitting in the back of the car myself always excited to see the cows

on the roof and my Mum always used to make up stories telling me they were

real. That was 24 years ago, I'm sure there are thousands of parents doing the

same thing now!

Deb Smith Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I know I am just about home when I can see the cows - they are friendly

welcome to the neighbourhood! Dairy Crest, this is your brand and this is what

people relate to.  Take the cows away, and your just the ugly building by the

side of the flyover.

Harry Steele London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 They are a quirky landmark and help me know I'm nearly home on the way into

London.  I've grown up knowing and loving them!  Bring them back please!

Catherine Eden Bournemouth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Since we moved south from Isleworth a few years ago, my children always

know they are nearly back in London when they see the cows! Please bring

them back!!

Sue Warland Chorleywood, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I just always remember them being there.  A lovely landmark.  My children

used to look out for them.

Tracey-Anne Cutbush London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I am a local resident who wants to see the iconic cows restored. The hold great

significance to many people all over west London. They have been there

without risk or issue for 37 year. It is ridiculous to say they cannot be fixed

safely in place again. Put Them Back.

Carli Johnson Middlesex, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I used to see these every time I visited my grandparents when I was little they

are a landmark I want my children to see them!

Amanda Garside Isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Because they are a local landmark, I used them to no when I was near home

when I was little and now my son does the same

kitty hackney london, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 They have been there my whole life, I am 29 now, i remember them as a small

child and they have great memories. I can't believe they are gone!

Debbie Dunne Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 It's always been a pleasure to see them from when I was a child and also for

my children.  From Dairy Crest's point of view fantastic free marketing we all

know the cows on the Dairy Crest building.

Nick Rafferty Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I grew up a stones throw from this dairy when it was Jobs Dairy.

Sarah Farmer middlesex, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 My whole family love the cows!! all three of my children, including my 13 year

old boy, get excited when they see them :(

Gill Hutley Colney, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I grew up in Twickenham - and was always driving past the cows.  They are

part of the landscape and NEED to be there!

susie butler woking, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 The cows are what we looked for as a child coming from Norfolk to see our

Nan in Hanworth now i live in Woking my daughter does the same thing when

we visit my mum in Hanworth

Julia Bell Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I love the cows. They've been there all my life and I'm quite old now.



Name Location Date Comment

India Goodyear Chertsey, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I love them cows!

kerry davies Walton-on-thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 such a shame after all these years, even now ive moved away and have real

ones at the end of the street, Ill def miss seeing them on my trips back up to

surrey.

Tim James London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 This has been an icon ever since in my life for the last 20 years, every time I've

driven past this building with my kids we say "Hi Cows, Bye Cows". Every time,

from the time they were born, they are now 18 and 15.

neville-

davies@hotmail.co.uk

neville-davies

Brackley, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 The cows have been on roof for at least 30 years and haven't caused any

issues to man Iraq beast. Dairy crest get a grip. ICONIC.

Chloe Tait Ashtead, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I LOVE THE COWS!! I wave everytime I go past and am so sad to see they've

been taken down. BRING BACK THE COWS!

Chris Exell Wokingham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 These are iconic and part of local history. Having moved away from the area its

so nice to see them when I pass back by on my way to London.

Pam Roose Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 It was sad enough when the santa hats stopped,  too many corporates are

faceless money making machines,  bring back a little joviality to an otherwise

dull as dishwater A316!!!

Cathy Pennington Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I've loved them, since they were put up, so have my children and now my

Grandchildren ! Please put them back ....

emma taylor romford, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 i used to live near there and they was always there when i was growing up.

John Biggs Staines-upon-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 they make me smile every time I see them and they are history of the area.

Alan Charles Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 They have been part of my family's life for many and no matter how far we

have travelled of for how long, they were marker that we were nearly home.

Gail Vandepeer Staines, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 They have been there ever since I was a kid, and now my Grandchildren love

them as well, we always played spot the cows.

Alison Horwood St Johns, Antigua and

Barbuda

2014-07-10 The cows are a local landmark - they've always been a sign for our family that

'we're nearly home' - our children learnt to count using the cows and would be

sorely missed....

Tracey Williams essex, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 My partner was born in Twickenham in 1950 and remembers the cows even at

joes dairy as a young boy

Lara H Ash Vale, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 When my brothers and I were very young we used drive past on Christmas Eve

most years. Our parents told us that the cows came to life at midnight to help

Father Christmas deliver all the presents. I know the ones removed weren't the

originals but please bring them back.

Emma Ward Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I know that I'm nearly home when I see the cows!

David Lawrence Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 This is our shared heritage and an important landmark for Middlesex

pedro lemos Staines-upon-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 It was a landmark i always enjoyed viewing as a child and want others to be

able to experience the same enjoyment.

Georgina Key London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Cows on the roof means almost home from all my long family car journeys as a

child! We even have a song about them!

AMELIA ENNESS BATTERSEA, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Childhood memories!!



Name Location Date Comment

Karen Wheatley Kingston, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Lived all my life in Hanworth (not Feltham!) they are an institution and a

landmark

Philip Ward Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 They make the journey a little more interesting!

John Pooley Carshalton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I remember as a child before they built the flyover. The cows used to graze on

the grass frontage of the dairy. They are part of the area and are iconic.

Daniel James Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 A landmark of my and my family's childhood

John Pooley Carshalton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 They are iconic to the area.I remember when a child before the flyover was

built. The cows used to graze on the front grass area of the dairy. They were

only moved to the roof when the land was needed for the new road.

Daniel Talone France 2014-07-10 Because remembering the past is important for the new generations to come

heidi james twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 It was my childhood every time I drove past it

Ian Harvey-Piper Sunbury, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I have been driving along the A316 since 1969 and the cows are as part of my

childhood as anything else. They are unique.

Juan Hollis Guildford, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I work in Feltham and once used the cows as a road marker so I could

remember which junction to come off at. Iconic! Bring back the cows!!!

Karen Rowland Staines, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 It part of our history. My children know they are travelling to London when we

see the cows. Bring back the clock as well please!

Natalie Jenkins Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Because this is a landmark believe it or not for thousands of people! Give the

buiding a spruce up if u must but those cows have to stay & they are actually a

pretty site along a motorway that can be quite boring to drive down! Please

please keep the cows ;-)

Charlie Pound Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I remember when I was a young child being told that the cows were real, a lot

has changed since then, I now know the truth but I still go past them and look

up every time remembering that day, makes me smile and I passed that joy on

to my young family members who also loved these cows! I want them to have

the memories I did of the grazing cows and pass it on for generations to come,

please restore these cows to the loving home they belong and pass on the

happiness they bring to the little children

Phil Knight Staines-upon-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 Its part of our history

Rachel Hosier London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Think DC should be mindful of the community spirit and advertising potential

these icons have, and reinstate them. Or have they forgotton their roots?

Elizabeth Cook Camberley, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 My daughter was born in 1977 and this landmark was always a favourite as is

the Camberley elephant. Quirky and fun, please replace for another generation

to enjoy! 

Natasha Jones Middlesex, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I grow up with them cows, my dad used to tell us to all be quite in the car to

hear them moo, spent years thinking they was real!

Sue bay Camberley, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 My husband and I grew up in Bedfont and Feltham and the cows have always

been an iconic landmark. Please restore them!

Sonia Clark Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I have lived in the area for over 45 years and it just wouldn't be the same

without " the cows on the roof ! "

Katy Teasdale Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Taking the cows off the Dairy Crest took my childhood away



Name Location Date Comment

Lesley Ling Newmarket, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I have driven passed the cows for more than 25 years now when visiting my

sister. I know I'm close to her house when I see the cows. My children have

always loved to see who can spot them first. Please keep them, they are a land

mark!!!!

Emily Russell Hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 The cows are an icon, as a child they told me I was nearly home and I still get

that feeling seeing them as an adult.

Lauren Broderick London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 My childhood

Jan Cantle Llanelli, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Because they are such a part of the local landscape - and they makepeople

smile.

Sam King Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Seriously....us commuters have to have something other than tail lights to look

at when we are sitting in the ever lasting traffic  jam to twickenham every

morning.

Sally Mohamed Newhaven, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 These cows are historic!!! As I used to live in Hayworth they would give me and

my family a great warm feeling as we returned from out of town. Tragic they

have been taken down.

Jordon Foskett Hanworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Been there since I was a little boy, when I see them on my way back from

holiday I know I'm home. What you playing at?

Fiona Teague Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 My family love the cows and look out for them every time we come back from a

weekend away. Please think again.

lorraine redhead Hanworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Seen these cows since a child my children have grown up with them and now

my grand children so bring back the cows so our welcome home view is

restored

Margaret Ryall OBE Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Those cows were a link back to a time when things were done to give pleasure

to others rather than just for financial gain. All children (and many adults) found

delight in coming across those patient cows, which wast were, in fact, an early

example of installation art! Please don't let H&S ruin our memories and

traditions.

Valerie and Tony Godwin Feltham, Middlesex,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 A good landmark which has now gone.  The "cows in the sky" have  always

been a landmark to help our visitors find us.

Barbara Casery Newark, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I used to live locally and loved seeing the cows on this building.  I think it's very

sad that they've been taken down,  My children loved seeing them on the roof!

Harry Russell-Lees London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I used to drive passed these with my dad when i was little boy.

Andy Chapman Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 My dad grew up just round the corner from there, these cows are something of

a landmark and getting rid of them is another movement towards sterilizing any

individual differences in any areas. KEEP THE COWS!

Genny Finnis Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Bring back our cows !!

freya holmes london, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 landmark

Paul Sanders Egham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Big Boo's for No Moo's! Having driven past these I was a small child, i really

hope they change their mind and restore them to the former glory and for the

enjoyment of everyone including me, now 34 :)

Anne Beardsell Hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Lovely sight every day on my way home :)

Su Miles Poole, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I grew up seeing the cows & my children & now their children. We stay on the

M3 & pass the Sunbury Cross turn off to Feltham, just so we can see the cow's.

It's things like this that make Britain Great!!

Lucy Southall Richmond, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 They are part of the area we love seeing the cows



Name Location Date Comment

Ken Howe Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Tradition

melanie fernandes reading, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 It makes an urban landscape more interesting

Reuben Hunter Southampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 sad, no cows

Elly Moore Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I have driven past those cows for my whole life!!

Stephanie Masey Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Local landmark. Loved seeing those as a little girl :)

DIANNE LEWIS TEDDINGTON, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 It has been our family tradition over the years as we pass Dairy Crest we shout

'Cows on the Roof, Cows on the Roof".  Now friends and family do it too.  This

family tradition landmark cannot go!  This is too too sad.  Devastated.

Rob meades Nottingham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Grew up in Hanworth and they are always a welcome sign I've reached home

when I pass them on journeys back

Jo Butler Sway, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Disgraceful! Why not take the opportunity to have some local schools design

new looks for the cows & get some new secure fixings. Not rocket

Gloria vincent Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 There are ALWAYS cows on the roof! Bring them back, please.

Owen Collins Witney, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 These cows are small, but they are a local landmark! You know you're near

home when you see the cows! Return the cows!

Kate Sherwood Camberley, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Seeing the cows "grazing" on top of the building as one drives past on the fly-

over lifts my spirits.  The Feltham equivalent of the Trafalgar Square lions!

Sonjia Kelly Addlestone, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Those cows have been there long before this company took over from Jobbs

dairy... put the cows back!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Sally Waterhouse Whitton, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 A landmark of the local area

Naomi Perry - Chandler Sunbury-on-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 Those cows have been there for my 21 years on this planet! Please bring them

back!

mark dimmer feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 You knew you were home when you saw the cows on the roof

Chris Campbell Waterbeach, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Always saw these as a child; i have fond memories!

John Shanahan Whitton, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Part of the local history

Leon Blake Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 They were a part of our heritage

Tony Robinson Ruislip, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Local landmarks contribute to local identity and Dairy Crest should not

withdraw its contribution

Stephen Ansell North Somercotes,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 Local icons!!!

Philip Ayres Swindon, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 They're an Important local landmark!  my son looks out for these everytime we

drive to my Mum's house

CA Kerens Sunbury on Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 A lovely land mark which we always look for on the way home

Donna Maycock Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I love them!

Amy Van Drempt Richmond, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 You can't take the cows away! I loved them as a kid and it is one of the only

things that cheers up my daily commute with a 3 year old and a 17month old in

the back of the car. Please bring back the cows!!

Hannah Ellis Bracknell, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I have loved this cows for the last 20 years. They're iconic and remind me

where the exit is to visit my Nan!



Name Location Date Comment

duane aubrey Verwood, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Loved seeing these as I was growing up in Feltham. .now living on the

south coast when we take a trip back with my kids it's a wonderful

feeling when they excitedly shout.."THE COWS!"....  also adds

something to a dreary landscape...

Rhian Sayles Sunbury, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Local landmark!

maria gouveia lemos staines upon thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 my children were always fascinated by them...and they make a wonderful

reference to what the place is...

Meryl Lakin Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 See the cows, you know you are almost home...

jane parr Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 The cows have been a big part of my children's childhood....once we saw the

cows we would all chant "careful cows ! "and know that we were nearly

home....PLEASE return our much loved cows.

Joe Snape Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Bring back the cows!

Paul Barnett Shepperton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Part of the communities landmarks which our children and grandchildren have

enjoyed.

Rory Steele London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Moo.

Mark Sturton Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 A landmark and a tradition.

Martin O Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Do the right thing, we would hate to avoid your milk for the sake of our local

heritage being returned.

Debbie vellender ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 My grandad worked in maintainence at Jobs and her cared for the original

cows. Sentimental meaning to me each time see them.

Louise Thawley London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I have counted the cows every day we have driven past since I was little (on

the way to school and now whenever I drive somewhere on the A316)

Clare Whitworth Chesterfield, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I used to live near them and always loved seeing them as I knew I was nearly

home. Very sad there gone. Bring back the cows!!

Chris Hardie Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 When heading towards the M3 to go on holiday you HAVE to wave and say

goodbye to the cows otherwise the holiday can't start.

Ian Riley Hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I know im nearly home

Daloni Carlisle Sevenoaks, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 For five decades the cows have marked the " nearly home" and "nearly there"

point for me, my sisters, my nieces and my children.  Please bring them back

Samantha North Hanworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Sentimental reasons. I remember them from my childhood, a long time ago

now. Happy funny memories.

Jonathan Barker Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Fabulous pice of signage - must not go

Hugo Ellis Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 This is udder madness. Those cows are a part of local history. Bring back the

cows - no Dairy Crest products in our house until we hear they are being

restored. 

PS Can I buy one?

Sophie Edwards Whistler, Canada 2014-07-10 Childhood landmark that we are nearly home

Glenn Bateman Thatcham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 As a child it always meant we were nearly home. Now I have children it means

we are nearly at nanny and gramps!



Name Location Date Comment

sharron ashmore twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 important welcoming landmark

Peter Matthews Kingston upon Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 Because they're a land mark and were part of our kids childhoods

Linda Sheehan Whitton, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Bring the cows home!

David Green Godalming, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I grew up in the area and loved seeing the cows every time we drove into

Richmond. I want my young godchildren to smile and point at the cows when

we pass by. You'd miss the lions at Trafalgar Square wouldn't you?

Claire Matthews Kingston upon Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 It's a landmark showing that we're nearly home!

Tim Richards Chessington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 It is an iconic landmark and one that raises a smile when you drive in and out

of London

claire murphy twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 The whole family cannot go past without shouting "cows on the roof"...its a

family tradition,past from my parents,to me,to my children.Please bring them

back :(

Scot Collins Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Cow's are awesome.

annette tolfree isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 my 4 year old grandson likes to count them and on the way home from seeing

family ,as we pass he says nearly home ,,so bring them back don't want new

ones love the ones that were there

Mal Hill Hanworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Ex unigate employee- it wouldn't have happened under our watch! Sort

yourselves out DC!

Alice Ratcliffe London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 They enhance the local area and are a landmark. All efforts should be taken to

restore them as it would be detrimental to the landscape otherwise, they were

always a truly happy site!

john mcmanus twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 The cows are an icon and a local treasure in the area.

Annie Cronin London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Loved passing the cows.  They bring a smile to my face. Please keep them

Caroline O'Sullivan Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 A trip along that piece of road wouldn't be complete without being able to say to

the kids 'watch out for the cows!'.

Claire Robinson Isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 My son loved those cows when he was little.  The building is really ugly, the

cows vastly improved it.

Hannah Hines Richmond, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Please bring back the historic and much loved cows!

Madeleine Durie Brockenhurst, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I grew up in Kew and now live in hampshire. As a child I knew we were nearly

home when we saw the cows. Now my children know the are nearly at granny

and grandpa's house as we always my parents to call to say we are 'by the

cows' and they know we've nearly arrived. How will we know when we are

nearly there if there aren't any cows?  We also shout at the cows not to jump.

But now it seems they've jumped.

Jon Forster Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 It's the best advert for your company

Marian Devons Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 We love the cows and always comment when we drive past. They liven up

what is otherwise a rather ugly building.

Natasha Madden Coventry, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 They make people smile what better reason do you need.  :-) xx

Mark Atterton Harare, Zimbabwe 2014-07-10 Grew up near A316 and always loved seeing the cows. When I go back to uk

it's something I would show my kids



Name Location Date Comment

Shirley Aubrey Dorset, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 always amused kids when lived there..

penny dean camberley, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Originaally from Feltham and remember the cows so well - still liked to see

them on trips in to London from the M3 . They were an iconic landmark and

should be preserved .

kevin taylor hayes, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 history and tradition. when you go away you know you are nearly home when

we see them.

Clare Allen Staines-upon-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 Please, please, please put them back, such a quirky break from endless grey

concrete and a hugely loved local landmark!

Francesca Shelley Ascot, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 As a child and for many years after we would go past Jobs Dairy and the cows

on our way to to and from the coast for weekends. Still look out for them when

I'm passing by.......

Sophie da royal wootton bassett,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 Lived round the corner growing up.

Anneke Sando Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Ever since a child,  the cows have meant that I'm nearly home and now my

children feel the same!

katherine percy bracknell, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 The cows belong there and my daughters are distraught!

Jon Burrell London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 The cows are a great local landmark. Would be a shame to lose them.

julie brooker london, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 yet another part of history being taken away lost for  ever 

down great west  road

Antony Enright Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 My son will be broken hearted when he realises the cows have gone!

Elaine Doe Byfleet, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 The cows are a landmark and a very strong childhood memory.

sally malkin Moulton Spalding, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 they have always been there..always as a young girl looked out for them...dont

take another little bit of history,and make it a memory

fiona stockley Hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 The cows make me smile on my long drive home. They mark the point on the

a316 when I turn off to come home. Put them back please

Hayley Ebsworth Staines-upon-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 My dad worked here for 30 years and I have always lived close by. I have

always loved the cows and now my child does too! Too much health and safety,

bring back cows!!

Fiona Stark Yateley, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Cows are a landmark everyone notices when driving and I have used them for

years to describe where to go or pass

Nicholas Costa Maldon, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I Still drive past it regularly and shout 'COWS ON THE ROOF' whenever i do

Robert White Camberley, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 When I lived in my home town of Camberley and commuted every day into

Richmond these cows were a landmark

Lara Vane Fleet, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Reminds me of going to see my nan in her old house before old age hit get and

then sadly became ill and sadly past away 2 years ago

rachel roberts London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Bring back our moo!  Every time we drive past the cows we let out a big moo

so was very sad to see they were missing today...nearly crashed the car!

Robert McIlroy Chantérac, France 2014-07-10 Icon of my younger days. I have shown it to my daughter and she loves it also.



Name Location Date Comment

Katie Bonnell Kingston upon Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 These cows are iconic! I remember me and my sister looking out for them on

any road trips out of SW London. They are fun and there isn't much fun left in

the world!

David Benbow Spain 2014-07-10 iconic landmark I passed thousands of times and my children too!!

stuart chaffe Camberley, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 How dare they?.

Jason Kemp Bordon, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Lived in bedfont and all my family live in surrounding areas the cows hav been

part of my life for all 37 years it's a London landmark in my  opinion put them

back

Simon Bates Farnborough, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 As a child the "how could see the cows First " game was the highlight of our

journeys into london. A tradition that has been moved to my own children now.

These must return

Carys Hills Fareham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I used to life  in Richmond, moved to Portsmouth and visit my daughters in

Hanworth and I think it is so so sad that the cows have gone,  we also say

"nearly there" when we see the cows.  It was always part of my youth

gail mollison Hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I, my children and grandchildren have seen them nearly every day for 42 years.

ben vadgama cAMBERLEY, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Health and safety gone mad cows

Emily Summerton Staines-upon-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 They were part of my childhood!

Kevin Armstrong London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 They have been there since I was a kid, I'm now 50!!

Athalie McMahon Egham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 They are amusing but useful for navigation....reminds me where I am...

Mike Dorking Hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Important landmark

Dan Storey London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 massive area sentimental value.

david ruddy Weybridge, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Bring them back

Colin Halstead Isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 These cows have become part of our heritage that have brought a smile to the

faces of kids and adults for decades...please restore them and demonstrate not

only a sense of humour but also a sense of corporate responsibility to the local

community

Sean McQuillan Fleet, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I have always known this as the cow building and whenever I travel past with

my kids we always look out for it.

Ian Ford Stanwell, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I've known those cows almost my while life and always 'moo' as I go past as I

did when I was a child !

Gus Foster Guildford, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Driven past it for many years - an iconic symbol en-route to Twickenham

Victoria Burge Kingston, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Childhood memories

Anne Nicholls Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 It is a jolly good landmark for those driving along the A316 both leaving and

entering the metropolis! It should have had a preservation order on the cows.

Never should have been removed.

Susan Quartly Addlestone, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 There was a gentle humour in their presence that brightened up dreary drives

into London. The kids always loved them and now my granddaughter does too

JACQUI LOW Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Moo's have been there ever since I was a child.  Known land mark, that people

know.



Name Location Date Comment

Corinna Foster London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 The cows are an iconic symbol of the area and they stand as a beacon to

welcome you back to London.

Jean Riley London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Any holidays always know when I'm home when I see the cows

Graham Howard Sunbury-on-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 I grew up in the area and it was apart of my childhood memories, as did my

parents and they remember them

Emma Hopson Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 My children miss the cows. Hell, I miss the cows. I'm in a right MOOd now...

frances hammond middlesex, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 its a well known land mark in this area

Angie Besant Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 its part of local history

NICHOLAS HILL BEESTON, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 They are one of my earliest memories of London, after returning from Thailand,

at the age of 8. They brought a huge smile to a silly little boy.

Janette Adams Leonard Sunbury on Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 Local landmark of course!

quinny smart bedfont, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I love the cows

Nicholas Crafts Sunbury, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Memories

Liz Butler Painswick, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I lived in the Teddington area for 64 years and will miss the cows very much

when I come up from Gloucestershire to visit family.  The cows were at street

level before they were put on the roof round about the time the elevated road

section opened.

Matthew Bendall Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 They brighten up my commute. Please bring them back!

oren kopit Hartley Wintney, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I drive by the cows regularly and grew up around the corner from them.

Elaine Fraser Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Part of my childhood and my daughters!  A local landmark!  And shows kids

that Milk comes from cows!!!!

Fifi Owen Bracknell, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 The cows are a landmark and I always look out for them on the way to

Twickenham, since childhood, and when we see them we all shout Cowses!

Stupid but we always do it

brenndan massam feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I grew up down the road and they belong there it's part of my local heritage

Emi Dell Jersey, Jersey 2014-07-10 I live in jersey but visit family in the uk.. The cows on the roof let the kids know

they're nearly at nanas

Philip Basford Southampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Seeing the cows was always the reminder that we were nearly home

JANE FAY Littlehampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I remember the cows on the grass in front of Job's Dairy, long before the M3

was built.  To me it was the beginning of the countryside as beyond this were

just green fields.  Pleease let's have new ones and restore them to the roof.

Alison Becker Bracknell, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Health & safety.... Just irritates me too much... We need fun in life

Trevor Hearn Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 They are a local land mark.... very disappointing to see them go!!

Amy Sherring London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 We'd always look out for the cows on our way home, bring them back!

Joanne Allen Gravesend, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 These cows were part of my childhood.



Name Location Date Comment

Sue Reardon Aldershot, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I have driven past the dairy for years, and always have a little smile, and even

when I was young I remember seeing the cows on the roof. They are a land

mark.

Kerina Davies Staines Upon Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 It is a memory of happiness from my youth

Colin Harvey Hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 When I was kid they showed me that I was nearly home and now they do the

same for my children...

Ellen Fletcher London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 It is purely sentimental. Myself and the children just love seeing them. They

signal my exit off the M3. Don't remoooove them please!

Peter Jones Sandhurst, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I was born and bred in Hanworth and for the last 60 years that I know of the

cows have been part of the history of Hanworth.

Stephanie Smith London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 This has been a local landmark since I was a little girl

Marella Robinson Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Like myself as a child thats how my kids know we are home!!

Melanie Millington Brighton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 The cows have welcomed my family 'home' for as long as I remember. I'm now

50 and my kids have also grown up with them. So sad if they go.

Joanne Lamont Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 It's an iconic symbol in our area and a great landmark - not the same without

them!

Simon Taylor Farnborough, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Grew up around here, these are iconic!

Helena Webster London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 It's an iconic landmark showing that you're close to London like the A40 Hoover

building and the Great West Road Lucozade sign

Briana Wherry Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 They make me smile every day on my commute past them home!

Rebecca Aitchison London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I love the cows. When I see them I feel like I'm coming home. When I was a

child I thought they were magic

Jacqueline Page London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 We all loved the cows. They are part of our history!

Mark Allen Hook, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Have been an iconic landmark for more than 30 years of my life since

childhood.

Lesley Baillie Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 The cows are about 20 minutes from our home, it is our "eta" beacon, we shout

"cows on the roof" as we drive past so we know how close to home we are.

Friends and family text or call us with the "cows on the roof" message so we

know where they are.  It is a local landmark that we all love.  BRING THEM

BACK (or if they are really soooooo dangerous then bring back new ones, I'm

sure most of us would be none the wiser and just think they'd been taken away

for a good clean).

Steve Poole Camberley, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Drive past every day. They've always been there. It's heritage anywhere else.

Tracy Soan Kingston upon Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 To Dairy Crest, free publicity, self perpetuating marketing, you'd have to be

crazy not to repair/replace!

Steve Reeves Darwen, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Ex dairy crest employee, houns low born and bred, cows are a landmark

Helen Miller nordelph, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 We used see the cows and know we were nearly home. The girls love watching

for them when we come to visit friends.

Oihana Donaire Uneda Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 The cows are an icon in the area !!

Nicola Johnson Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 We always shout "Cows on the Roof" whenever we drive past and wonder out

loud if they're cold today.



Name Location Date Comment

anne quoroll camberley, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I used to live in Middx and still visit people there. The cows are a landmark and

make me smile every time.

alison banham buckingham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Lived a few miles down the road for 16 yrs and still past Dairy crest on way to

visit familt

Cat Rogers Shepperton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 My children do 'first to spot the cows' every week! We don't live near the sea,

don't take away that pleasurable moment from them, please?

Evan Cockshaw Macclesfield, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I grew up round there and passed by the cows regularly. They can't disappear!

It's just wrong!

Sarah Cook Farnham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I love the cows!

Felix Jones Hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 This is something that makes me smile every time I see it. It's things like this

that I want to one day drive my car past and tell my children to look out the

window and see the cows on the roof.

Rebecca Newey Ash, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 These cows are a local landmark and have been there as long as I can

remember.  Do not understand why they have been removed.  Please put them

back.

deb ryan woking, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 It's part of my childhood, do not get rid of the cows, please x

John Fletcher Farnborough, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 We must retain the iconic parts of our urban landscape for our children and

their children, otherwise we have no history.

Also I fail to see why the Company do not see the value of this advertising

feature

Jamie Fretwell Hemel Hempstead,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 Iconic figures from my childhood - always knew we were near my nan'a house

when I passed them!

Zoe Nicholas Southampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Always reminds me of summer holidays with grandparents when I was a kid

Lewis Holmes Staines, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Honestly, what sort of soulless individual would remove something of such local

importance? For shame, Dairy Crest, for shame.

Peter Rance Fleet, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 its a land mark and has been in my sights  for the last thirty years

Sheila Ede Kingston, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 It has been an iconic piece on the landscape for years.

Rachel Mitchell Ipswich, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I moved away from the feltham area 7 years ago and always point them out to

my kids when we come back to visit family my kids think they are amazing and

magic!

CARLA COLLINS SHEPPERTON, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I HAVE A PHOTO OF MY DAD SITTING ON TOP OF THE COWS ABOUT 60

YEARS AGO, LONG BEFORE THEY WENT ON TO THE ROOF

Jim Eames Duloe, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 It is an important landmark on our trips to visit our daughter in Twickenham.

Rachel Griffiths Sunbury, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Part of my childhood - means we are nearly home!

Eve McIlmoyle Reading, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 The cows are iconic. They welcome me home every time I visit my mother, and

have always been the "nearly there" indicator since my childhood.  The only

cheerful thing on the whole stretch of road. Bring back the cows!

zoe nunn Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I am 36 and have enjoyed seeing the cows for over 30 years, my dad

convinced me as a child they were real! And I have now the pleasure of

showing them to my children who love seeing them there!  Please bring back

the cows ;)

Peter Griffiths Sunbury, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Free the Freisian 8! This is why health and safety has a bad name.

daniel ball sunbury, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 They were part of my childhood growing up and now my kids love to see the

cows as we go past and now they are gone. BRING BACK THE COWS



Name Location Date Comment

joe vassallo middx, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 the cows have been a reassuring marker that I'm almost home for the past 33

years, or since I was old enough to recognise them. I will be devastated to think

that I will not see them again. A local landmark. Bring back the cows!!!!

Sue Eames Duloe, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 It is an iconic landmark expect to pass when I visit my daughter.

Rob McMorrow St Albans, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Because I have always been mooved by the DC cows.

Alison Orchard Walton upon Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 The cows have always been there and they need to be put back!

Kathryn A Harper-Quinn Hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 They are an important landmark on the journey back into London and they

send the message to local people that you are nearly home!

Patrick Sutton-Coulson Isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 The cows are a traditional part of any jounrey made form west London to the

South West

Aileen Jay Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 The cows were a landmark. I was hoping to introduce my granddaughter to

them

Steve North Weston-super-Mare,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 Is nothing sacred? The cows were my 'heading home' friends as we left the M3

to Twickenham. Prozac in bovine form. Re-hoof the roof!

Ivan Ferris Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Lived in the area all my life and so much does change but there is no reason

for this!

Suzanne King Isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 These cows are and have always been a 'homecoming' save the cows!!

mike morrison Hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Its a part of the culture of the atea. Generations of kids use as a landmark that

they are nearly home

James Harrington Chertsey, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I met my wife 12 years ago in Twickenham. Every drive out of the area and into

the area meant those cows. Sentimental as it is, they are a part of that

relationship! Bring them back!!

Mark Baker Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I have been a Dairy Crest delivery customer for 13 years and always loved the

cows. Please bring them back.

anna daviea London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 When I was little the cows were always the sign we were near to home and my

whole family used to keep our eyes peeled to spot them. So sad they're gone

colin bowron Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 These cows are not only an extremely cool navigational landmark but a breath

of fresh air in an area that has a bad reputation

Sarah Jane Adams West Byfleet, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I have been driving past the cows my whole life when visiting my grandparents

and it was always the marker that I was nearly there. the cows are a lovely

feature on a boring road. Bring back the cows!!!!

Robin Wright Totland, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I've waved at those cows every time I pass since I was 6. That's over 40 years!

Jenni Waterer Dowling Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Its a sign we're nearly home!

Emma Ashton Addlestone, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 The cows brighten up my drive to work and have become a local landmark.

Only the other day I was giving directions based on "the building with cows on

top".

Vicky Othen Four Marks, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 My grandparents lived in London and when driving there as a small child it

meant we were nearly there!  The cows are iconic and need preserving at what

ever cost.  They have been there for 37 years, lets hope they can be there for

37 more.

Ailsa Frew Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 The cows have part of my life since they arrived on the roof - I count them

every time I go past the Dairy. Bring them back - please,

Daniel Quinlan Aldershot, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I love cows and I love milk



Name Location Date Comment

Ann Kearey Hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Such an important local landmark and tradition.  Very much part of making the

return home from holidays more bearable.

Gayle Holden Bognor Regis, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 This is part of my childhood. Seeing the cows would always mean we were

nearly home to Hampton, and broke up a very boring stretch of road.

Vicki Clark Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Local landmark, when we passed as kids we knew we were nearly home and

now my children point them out too...

Brian Humble Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Surely these can be fixed and replaced for a petty amount from such a large

company, they are and always should be part of the landscape of the local

area.

Natasha Savill Ashford, Middlesex,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 For the last 35 years we have always waved at the cows as we go by & now

my 3 year old twins wave at them too! Love them!

Sophia Hill Uckfield, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Its my childhood simply - we moved from Barnes in 1977 and every time we

went back, we saw the cows which was a sign of going home!  Please put them

back ...

Susan Stevens Havant, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Originally from the area and the cows welcomed us back every time we return

for a visit.

David Farr Runcorn, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 As an ex Feltham/Hanworth/Bedfont resident, these cows were a sign you

have reached our great borough!

Emily C London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I have loved those cows since I was tiny, now mu children do too. Please put

them back.

Daniel Turner Newton Poppleford,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 Having lived in Whitton I travelled past these cows on our many visits to Devon

where I now live. Like others it was always a nice site knowing one way I was

on my way to Devon and the other nearing home again. I hope Dairy Crest

have a pride in their heritage and reinstate the cows. "And we won't stop until

the cows come home"

Toni Whitham Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Its an iconic landmark to those who live in the area and beyond. The cows on

the roof have been there for years and they are very much loved! Please

restore them!!

Darren Cox Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Local icon..and well known landmark!! Been there most of my life..

Kerry Wilson London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Those cows have marked our journey home for 40 years, please bring them

back!

Catherine Spencer Pewsey, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Generations of children have enjoyed them - it is a crime to remove them.

David Reith Shepshed, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 These cows have been a landmark much loved by everyone who passed the

building. I used to run a busy courier company and can remember many times

using 'the concrete cows' as a visual landmark when giving directions.

Substituting 'the boring grey building' doesn't have the same ring!

Mary Monro-Cosulich London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 An iconic landmark entering London as a child-so many wonderful memories

form the car. Now it's my turn to show my children, please bring them back!

Howard Miatt Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Bring back the cows , been there more or less my whole life !

Julia Abbotts Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Remind me of my childhood. These have always been my sign of the gateway

to London (in my head)

Una Bunting-Mead Frimley, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Born & bred in Feltham. I grew up with the cows such an icon

clive hodgson surrey, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 i used them as a ref to get to feltham 

barry sutton ASHFORD, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 its a little bit of fun particularly for the kids.



Name Location Date Comment

Emma Whitehorn Barnes, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Sometimes it's the small things in life that make us smile. And these cows

always remind me of my childhood and made me smile everytime.

Russ Iden Staines, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Part of my childhood, bring back the cows!

Pauline Goldstein Hook, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I am a 64 year old Londoner and feel that the cows are such an iconic part of

London, my children have seen them so many times and they have become an

important part of their childhood and now adulthood....please restore them to

their former glory and put them back where they belong, so that generations of

children can go on to enjoy them.....London is not London without 'the cows'

Katie John London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 It's a sign we're home! After visiting relatives in the West Country, the cows

have become a very welcome ;) sign of home

Jemma Waters Bognor Regis, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Born in this area lived there for 25 years they are iconic ;)

Amanda Baynton-

Williams

london, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 It has been a steadfast landmark throughout my life, my children's life and now

my grandchildren's. We have always 'waved to the cows' and hope to continue

to do so.

Alan Costa FLEET, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 They were always a sign i was getting close to my nan's house as a kid!

Classic landmark!!

Lisa Mitschke Egham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 My son will be devastated when he realises the cows are gone and they've

also been there all my life too. Why turn your building from an exciting talking

point into a boring building like the millions of others we have to drive past?

Mariana Sutherland Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 the cows on the roof have always been there and are an important landmark

Michael Evans Sunbury-on-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 A wonderful landmark that my children and i have enjoyed for years, even now

at 14 and 16 shout "cows on the roof"! every time we passed

Doug Pemble Woodham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Please bring the cows back -  the kids have nothing to count every time we go

past!

Rachel Bownds Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Part of my childhood, now I want it part of my childrens. It's a landmark!

john

walshes@btinternet.com

Thames Ditton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I've known since I was young. They are a landmark

Dorinda Brittle walton, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 they are an icon of the aea, I have sen them since I was akid and miss them

when I cant see them on way home

Adele O 'Sullivan Yateley, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I grew up believing those cows were real because my Dad told me they were.

When I drive back to the area I look at them at smile. My Dad is no longer here

but seeing them brings back many happy memories. Please put them back.

Thankyou

Angela HUNTER basingstoke, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 My granddad painted and maintained the original ones as this was his job at

Job's dairy. As children growing up we always pointed this landmark to friends

and visitors to the area

Amanda Johnson Brentford, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 The cows on the roof with a sign for me when I was a kid on way back from my

holiday that we were nearly home. Now my son always said as soon as we

could see the cows "mum not long now and we will be home I can see the

cows". Surely there is a way of getting the cows back on the roof that they

called home.

Dawn Talbott Holyport, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 The cows make us smile, put them back!!!

Nicola bryant Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Lifetime memory that I want to pass down generations



Name Location Date Comment

Lorna Dyos Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Please I have lived in the area since the 1960s and it's just not the same

without the cows we love. We call the dairy "obs airy" as the lights on the sign

were always going out but without the cows it's just another factory.

Emma Crampton London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Because I know I'm home!

Caroline Pemble Woodham, Addlestone,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 Please bring the cows back. The kids now have nothing to count as we drive

past.

Darran Carter Croydon, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Grew up in Hampton, loved seeing them as a kid!

Linda Green Walton on Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 lived in Hanworth since age 2, parents still there 56 years, wouldn't be

Hanworth or Job's without them.

Tracey Storey Middlesex, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Because they are a local land mark and a piece of local history.

graham warburton london, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I have lived near the cows all my life and the are a land mark to this

area.....tells me im nearly home

John Jones Woking, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 This has been a landmark all my life

Nicky Ward Ashford, middx, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 They are iconic and a part of our areas history.

Louise Bishop Egham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Its a beautiful feature, please bring it back.

sharon wake London, Portugal 2014-07-10 My children have seen these cows all their lives ans quite frankly one of the

best marketing strategies you could want....health and safety is a great get out

clause...how about restoring the cows and marketing the fact!!

Sarabeth Halley Cherry Orchard, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 My mother-in-law grew up seeing them, so did my partner and myself. they

used to make us smile as we went down that road, and in some cases we took

that road to see them. They should remain there for future generations.

Otherwise my children will never believe that for almost 40 years there where

cows on a roof of a diary building.

James Nelson Sunbury-on-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 Because they are a local landmark

Max Rothwell Bethesda, MD 2014-07-10 As a child, my brother and I would count the cows on top of the roof (every

single time) - we swear that they moved or we more/less..... It would be a

tremendous shame to know that they were no longer there and perhaps not

relive the fun I had as a child when I hopefully come back to England with my

children.

June Davies Isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 My sister's grandson Freddie looks forward to seeing them when we drive

pass, he always waves.

Kelly Mayger London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 great land mark

cheryl meek Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 We love the cows, they are a landmark and part of  our history..

victoria johnson feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 It's our local lcon

Elspeth Beswick Woking, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I see them every day on my way to work and they cheer me up. I miss the

clock and temperature gauge too.

Maxine Morpurgo Winkleigh, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 The cows are an important landmark!  They have been there all my life.  Please

replace them.

erich schulze Ashford middlesex,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 Bring back the cows

sylvia da silva feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 they are a land mark so why if anything were going to happen it would have

long ago they had holidays when taken and then put back ???????????



Name Location Date Comment

Emma Swartfigure Staines-upon-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 I love those cows!!!!

Amanda Geeves Eastleigh, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I lived in Hounslow growing up and these are part of my childhood and I hoped

they would be part of my childrens life when returning to visit family.. the cows

must come back its the only right thing to do!!!

Moses Miu London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Moo Moo Milk Sign!

Emily Cross Whitton, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 They are iconic and lovely to see when on a giant concrete roadway!

Clare Davies Frimley, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Lived in the area for 35 years and my kids loved going past them to nan and

grandads house. My son told me today the cows were gone and he was most

upset. He's 20 now LOL

Tel Donaldson Staines-upon-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 Keep the cows!!!! They are an icon in the area!!!

Brenda Stables Sturminster Newton,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 I have enjoyed looking out for the cows on every trip we make along that

stretch of road.  They were there when we lived in Sunbury and I can

remember when Jobs sold the old ones off and replaced them with these new

ones.

colleen currington bedfont, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Those cows have been there since before I can remember, and when I had

been on long journeys as a child I remember seeing the cows and knowing I

was home, I want that for my children!

Victoria Goodwin The Hague, Netherlands 2014-07-10 As a little girl I also remember these sweet cows it was a sign we were nearly

home. They should be listed as a historical treasure.  Bring them back!!!!

Andrew Beattie Winsley, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I grew up in the area and loved driving past the cows because I knew I was

back home.

sue burlow cornwall, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I remember them cows when i was a little girl and so do my children



Stuart Reece Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I live next to it in Hampton ... Brightens up a full part of town

Nicky Summerfield Whitton, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 These cows don't give off any gas, don't cost anything to feed and make

children smile when you go past, this surely is a good reason to keep them!

They made me smile when I was a child.

Sara Kenny Woking, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Those cows were an iconic part of my childhood (I am now 30) and have just

started to point them out to my own child who loved seeing them also.  I don't

think Dairy Crest realise how many people loved the cows, sounds daft I know

but they are a landmark in that stretch of road and it won't be the same without

them!!

Bridget West London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 They've been there marking my arrival in London for as long as I can

remember. My children love spotting them every time we come up the M3, just

as I did 35 years ago.

russell carr london, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 A bit of quirky, local folk history that must be maintained...

Stuart Williamson Farnham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I like them and my kids like them

Gabrielle Jenner Eastleigh, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Because they've been there for as long as I can remember and I'm 52!  They're

part of local history.  Put them back!

donna weller stanwell, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I REMEMBER THESE FROM WHEN I WAS A CHILD AND I SHARE THIS

MEMORY WITH MY DAUGHTER EVERY TIME WE GO PAST



Name Location Date Comment

Ingrid van der Weide Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 The cows are a big part of my families history, every time we go past they are a

friendly reminder of where we live, work and play. Driving along the A316 would

not be the same without them.

David Twyman Selly Park, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 When I see them perched next to the M3, it's a sign that I'm almost home :D

ally halliday Lymington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 A lovely memorable sight, historical and nostalgic

Sarah Milliam Hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 These are a local landmark. Repair them and put them back up.

Samantha Rees Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I just enjoy seeing the cows. They make me happy.

Lesley Seddon Sunbury on Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 This iconic sight has been part of my life for the last 30 years it is mentioned in

a lot of places and signifies the Locality

mark o sullivan Los Angeles, CA 2014-07-10 once and a while a corporate gives back to it customers...we all need a little fun

in our lives,,and even the kids love them!! :-)

john morris Sunbury on thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 I worked at jobs. Dairy. For 14 years it is part of my youth

jane Cole Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Those cows are part of my childhood and adulthood. you couldn't help but look

up at them whenever you drove pass. Please give them a new lease of life and

restore them safely back to where they belong.

charlie jenkins Nottingham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I've been driven and now driving past those cows my entire life. I love driving

past and shouting moooo . They are a landmark

Graham Rose Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 It's nostalgic piece of local history.

Makes me smile.

carl bromley cobham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 its memories

Sharon Jones Hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 It's a local landmark and they make me smile.

Martin Brown Frimley, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Childhood memories going to see my grandparents and the heritage of the

building!

Bryn Lewis staines, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 They represent all that is good and pure in this world. They are a timeless work

of art, which quite frankly should be declared a World Heritage site.

Gina Fink Australia 2014-07-10 Icon!!!!

Jo Black Portsmouth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Every time I go 'home' I know I've arrived when I see them. Its a heart warming

sight. My child is coming up for 2, I want her to know them too...

Anna Bohoslawec London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 This is our family landmark or milestone that us that we're nearly home. We

always used to shout "Careful, cows!" as we passed. Bring back the cows!

Maria Guichard Englefield Green, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Local landmark

Helena Stacey Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 They are an icon and you always know you're home when you see them!

Miranda Pearson Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I like the cows

Sue McLearie Bordon, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I have driven past these Cows for over 30 years. They are part of my journey

that welcomes me home.

Hellie Hood Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I loved driving back to Twickenham and passing the cows .



Name Location Date Comment

Hellie Hood Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I loved driving back to Twickenham and passing the cows .

Hellie Hood Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I loved driving back to Twickenham and passing the cows .

Immanuel Opara Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Standing in solidarity with the cows... MOOOOOOOOOO!!

Sue Petri Walton-on-Thames, SC 2014-07-10 I worked for Dairy Crest and always remember the cows on the 316

Kim Bale London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 We know when we are nearly home when we see the cows , my children

always commented on them and still do aged 19 and 22 ...... Health and safety

gone mad !!!!!! A local landmark

annemarie locher twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 finding the way home

Gwen Clerc Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Because that's when we know we've reached home!

Catherine Hughes Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 These should be listed structures! They are a part of so many peoples

memories of entering/leaving London, going on holiday and childhood

imagination

Sam Martin Hampton hill, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 My nan used to take me to see the cows when I was a kid, I always smile as I

pass them and think of my nan. Please replace them even if with new cows

Lianne Thomas Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I have three children but the oldest one is a eleven and four and three they all

love the cows up there we all wave hello to the cows and I'm 38 and I always

used to say to my dad whys the cows up on the roof he said where else do u

think the milk comes from so I have told mine the same it's not the same now

how sad

Kelly Johnson Cambridge, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I now live in cambridge but used to live in Heston and loved the cows!!

lisa ford eastbourne, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 When u go past the cows you really know u r nearly home. Why do it? Save

them cows

Victoria Rowlandson Australia 2014-07-10 Iconic

Laura Allen Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 iconic part of the 316 and something my son always looked forward to spotting

- bring them back!

Alex Thurley-Ratcliff Twyford, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Beautiful example of community engagement, wit and marketing savvy all

combined. Don't lose your essential Englishness!!

Sarah Burton Staines, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 These Cows are an iconic landmark in the area.

joyce griffin hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 It is not only a landmark, it keeps Dairy Crest on the map !!

Richard Warner Dereham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Please repair or replace the cows and return them to the roof. Childhood

memory for me, and hopefully for generations to come. Good publicity for your

business too!

Sarah MacKenzie Weybridge, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 We used to come off the motorway at "down cows" and join at "up cows" on the

way to takes children to school for many years. They are a landmark for us.

Please put them back.

Fiona McLoughlin Cork, Ireland 2014-07-10 I am originally from Hanworth and the cows were there my whole life growing

up. They are part of Hanworth a main landmark won't be the same without

them. So put the cows back to pasture where they belong!

Andrew Grieve Camberley, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Born and bred in South West London; have been waving to these cows since

1985..........



Name Location Date Comment

Prudence Weddle Richmond, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 These cows are part of local history, interest and add definite fun and

quirkiness to the end of the M4! That and the lucozade sign tell you 'you're

nearly home!'

Wendy Noble Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Our four daughters have 'grown up' with the cows mooing with delight when

seeing them on our trips to grandparents in Dorset. The eldest has her own

daughter now and she, too, will love to see them on her visits to great

grandparents! Please being them back it is so sad. Can they not be re-bolted to

the roof top with stronger fittings, surely in this day and age there must be a

stronger material that could be used!? From nine sad family members. P.s.

could I buy one if they are to be homeless?

sharlie may ashford middlesex,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 This is my child hood!! all 3 of my own children love seeing them on a drive!!

KATY DAVIS Sunbury-on-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 I remember seeing these when my parents used to drive us into Feltham, I am

33 now and I remember them from when I was a small child - always used to

think they were real when I was small!  A true landmark for the locals - BRING

THEM BACK YOU MEANIES!!

Claire Wadham Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 These cows are part of my history, I grew up in Hampton Hill on Job's Dairy

milk, when we passed the cows coming back from anywhere we knew we were

nearly home. Now my own children love the cows - they make up for the fact

the building is so awful!

Andrew Crossley Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Just so unique. My boys loved them when they were young and I'm sure many

others do. They were a landmark. something unique!

Katharine Haynes Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 An important and appreciated landmark

Sarah Dekker London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 If it's a health and safety issue, why hasn't this come up before? Now it's just

another boring concrete building, when it's always been a sign we're nearly

home.

Joyce Kirwin Staines-upon-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 The are a local landmark and should not be lost.

Lesley Cliffe Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 They're quirky and so nice to see when you're driving home

Michael Sexton washington dc, DC 2014-07-10 All children (and adults) love the cows. They brighten a dull journey.

Baxter Priestley Sunbury-on-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 Landmark for local peoples

Mike Smith Tavistock, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Used to live in London and work for dairy crest. Seems a shame to let them go.

andy collins feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 return the cows to the original colours as painted by jobs before unigate got to

then

Ralph Nathan Hampton Hill, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Having lived locally for 18 years our children have always recognised the cows

as a local landmark, as have we. Please restore the model cows to the roof of

Feltham Dairy Crest!

Thomas Fawdry Frimley, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 The cows in the sky have been there as long as I can remember. Please leave

them there for generations to come.

Alison Severn Frimley, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 It was a local landmark

Sara Davey Isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 I used to look out for the cows when I came up to London for hospital

appointments when I ws a child and now I live in West London and I always

look for them when I go down to my parents and in laws in Somerset and

Devon. Please bring them back, they were a highlight to the journey.



Name Location Date Comment

Nick  Cull Redondo Beach, South

Africa

2014-07-10 Seeing these cows on trips into London is a link with childhood memories and a

makes that stretch of road just a little bit different from the usual concrete

desert.  They are a little ray of sunshine.

rosalind west Hayes, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 I lived in Hampton as a child. My dad worked for jobs dairy for a while. And I

love the cows

Monica McKinnell Walton-on-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-10 They are from my childhood and so well known. Please return them to the roof.

I'ml sure some new fixings could be sorted out.

Valerie Brake Somerton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 My family and I have looked out for the cows on our numerous journeys from

Somerset to London.  Long live the cows!!

Dianne Maynard Isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Keeping the cows on Feltham Dairy Crest roof.

Noel Stoddart Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Iconic welcome to SW London. Bring them back.

Natasha Millard Bristol, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 They are as old as I am ( I was born in 1977) and are now part of the

community ... There are many ways of restoring them x

Kim Weir Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Cows on the roof = almost home

Christopher Cramp Farnham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Your company will lose a Iot of fans and you will lose a unique and free

advertising opportunity if you do not replace the Hanworth cows. Your company

decision may cost you dearly in the future if you don't replace the cows

claire lewis penarth, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 This was the 1st landmark my partner pointed out to me when I visited his

place for the first time.

Alia Raphael Richmond, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 i love these cows &lt;3

Rebecca Bryant staines, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Unreal how  can the cows on the roof hurt any one!! just check they are still

safe!! if not make safe!!

Steve Kemp-King Brentford, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 It's a historic landmark

Garth Tucker Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 They are a part of our local landscape

Emily Lunt Shepperton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Apart of my childhood.

Joanna miller crowthorne, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 The cows are iconic. I love them and have since I was a child. Now my children

love them!

Gillian Clark Hampton Hill, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 It is a historical part of my kids homeward journey , once we drove past the

cows on the roof they knew they were nearly home,  now my grandkids know

they are nearly at Grandad and Nana's house!

Lucy Clack Penryn, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Those Cows have been on that roof my entire life and I'm nearly 23 years old,

my family and I moved to cornwall but we come back quite often and those

cows are my own personal land mark to show I nearly home and that i'll see my

family again soon, you have to put the cows back up they've been up there so

long, it was a silly decision to take them down.

Carolyn Barker Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Please, Dairy Crest, put the cows back. The response to this petition will

demonstrate to you the massive affectionate and free publicity you're losing for

every day they're not there. when they're not there.

Joanna Gaudoin London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 A part of my childhood!



Name Location Date Comment

Sally Carlton London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 The cows have been on the roof as long as I have been alive. They are a

landmark and always signified the beginning and end of holidays for me when I

was a child, and now for my children too.

Keeley Price London, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Whenever I've given directions I always refer to cows on the roof!! They have

always been there since I was little and should be returned!!!

leigh 0swald richmond, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 because it is a lovely remonder of the countryside in London...  and  it is slightly

surreal and refreshing

Helen Baines Calgary, Canada 2014-07-10 I grew up in hampton hill, middlesex and these cows were a huge part of my

childhood!

Teresa Kershaw Siverdale AUCKLAND,

New Zealand

2014-07-10 I grew up looking at these cows every day - even though i live on the other side

of the world i think they should return, an icon and always remind me of happy

days.

Joe Bards Surrey, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 You just cant get rid of the cows they are iconic and the best advertising slogan

in london ... like luazade on the a4 ... foolish to get rid of and if they do I and my

family wont buy there products

katherine thomson ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-10 Been around since I was little

Maryann Ashton Australia 2014-07-10 Part of my childhood and growing up years, a symbol a reference point a

landmark. Please bring them back.

debbie connolly teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 me and my family love seeing the cows they will be really missed please

replace them thanks

JACKIE GLADSTONE SUNBURY, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 My family have "mooed" at the cows every time we go past, ever since the

children were tiny. Was gutted to see they had gone!

Emma Ponting Richmond, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 They have been there since I was a kid! They make me smile whenever I go

past!

K. wass Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-10 Everyone LOVES those cows. For our family, it is a landmark which signifies

the end ot a long journey. They are so special ... humorous and friendly.

Luke Elliott Australia 2014-07-11 Cultural significance

jaime Payne Blackwater, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 As a child I loved to see the cows, then my children loved to see the

cows...now they are gone and it's a shame, they made children smile.

Kevin McMahon East Molesey, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 It's the cows!

Josh Reynolds Addlestone, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows were a weekly moment of childhood joy as we headed to our friends.

I've kept the friendship up for 25 years, please keep the cows up too!

Ashley Wells Shepperton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 they have been there as long as i remember and are much older than me, they

are noticeable and health and safety laws are getting too out of hand.

Bryan Young Morden, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Our Dairy Heritage.

Sonia Harmon London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 As a child I would recognise the cows, as an indicator that I was nearly home.  I

always loved them, and they gave me a warm and fuzzy feeling and a sense of

distance to my home.  I always used to say that if they were for sale, then I

wanted to save up my pocket money and get one to keep and love, in my

bedroom.  Please don't put this herd out to pasture.  We love them!

Sarah Culbert Phoenixville, PA 2014-07-11 Used to live in Twickenh, still have house there and love the cows!

Tanya Taylor Staines, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I love those cows!

Nathan Bone Middlesex, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I am 35, I can recall my mum driving me to see my grandparent in whitton from

the age of 3. It is a iconic symbol with a direct link to my past and fond

memories... Please return the Cows, if nothing else it makes the building Iconic

also!



Name Location Date Comment

Katie Wilkinson West Byfleet, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 An childhood memory of journeys to London which is now shared by my

children!

Emma Ibrahim Maidenhead, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 They were a much loved landmark for my children & a reliable guide home

when I first moved to hanworth

Ben Brown Staines-upon-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 I remeber these cows when I was 5years old in the back of the car thinking

they was real on the A316 im 20 now, gutted they have taken them down as

they really was a landmark I even still look out for them when I drive along

there myself 15years on, Bring back the COWS!

Wayne Taylor Upper Halliford, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Although I live in Leeds now I'm originally from Stanwell. I used to love seeing

the cows on the roof. Please bring them back!

Mark Lawrence Birmingham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Having moved away from sunbury ,the cows was my point of reference to say

I've come back to my home town they need replacing as I will get lost and miss

my turn off for sunbury and head towards the m25

Jess Molloy London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I'm 20 and because of these cows, I always knew when I was back home from

a holiday. They're a complete landmark.

Clare Turner Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 The cows on the roof are one of my fondest childhood memories. Will be sad if

they abolish them.

Barry Bingham London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 It was a big part of arriving back in London

Perry Abi-Elias Montreal, Canada 2014-07-11 Childhood memories

chris milward bourne end, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 the cows have been there forever and have become a landmark. There is not

enough of the "old" left

Aimee Brett Maidenhead, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 It's the little things that matter!

Katherine Cannon Baku, Azerbaijan 2014-07-11 I waved at those cows on the way to my Nans every weekend and more my

whole live (now 37) I now love seeing my kids do them same.

This is so very sad.

Bring back the cows,

emily rogers Isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows always welcomed me home when driving into London as a kid, and

they redeem an otherwise awful building. Bring them back!

Carl Broadhurst Hampton Hill, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows are a landmark and provide something a little "different" for the drive

into / out of London.

Jennie Ing Hampton Hill, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows are a brilliant landmark. We love them, always look out for them and

use them as a director for visitors.  They make us smile.

Jennifer Jones Camberley, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 All throughout my childhood visiting my grandpa my family would go past this

dairy and every time I would look out for the cows! Even now at 21 I look out for

them every time and get some joy out of seeing them. It's become something

of a landmark, and my family and I would hate to see them go!

Vicky Grover Hong Kong, Hong Kong,

Hong Kong

2014-07-11 As a child growing up in Sunbury, it was always a landmark that I would look

out for!

Michelle Freeman Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I have grown up with the cows! As a child and now with my Son they are a

talking point. Everyone loves the cows on the roof, how did they get there?

What do they eat? Why is milk important? And the list goes on.

Celia Brasher Londom, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I'm 47 and I love the cows, they are part of my childhood. I pointed ten out to

my mum (85) just the other day and we had a nostalgic, sentimental moment.

Please don't remove the cows. Health and safety?? Really? You know that they

are not real cows don't you? They haven't wandered offin the last 30 years,

why do you think they are going to now?



Name Location Date Comment

colin ashby France 2014-07-11 historical interest

Simon Wall Australia 2014-07-11 I am 41 years old, born and bred in Hampton, now living in Perth, Australia.

The old Job's cows were one of the few consistencies on my return to London -

bring back the cows!!

Grace Drury Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 They are the most cheery thing on the A316!

Claire Durrant Weybridge, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 These cows have been there since I was a child and I still point them out to

friends. They are a local landmark and it would be a great shame to lose them.

Tanya Wildgoose Bristol, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Some things just have to stay! Please put them back.

Sara Henderson York, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 These were a childhood memory of visiting my grandparents! Bring them back!

Mark Bootle Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Tehy are a national landmark known by many far and wide and have always

signified to friends and family nearly at heathrow

Charles Lee Royal Leamington Spa,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 If they need a reason, it's clearly something that people take note of and

therefore an invaluable advertising resource. I don't think that a company the

size of dairy crest should have a problem spending a couple of grand replacing

a few corroded fixings!!!

ailsa Palmer Swindon, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Part of my and my children's childhood memories

Jennifer Taylor Sunbury, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 It was the land mark I was given when driving on my first date to my husband's

family home 21 years ago. He lived in Main St. Hanworth. I got there on time, 4

years later we got married and we've been happily married for 17 years. Please

bring them back.

David Blackburn London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 They are local landmarks

Sandra Harvey Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows added a bit of fun to an ordinary building and for people on long trips

to London, you knew you were almost there. Local kids always knew when they

were nearly home when they saw the cows.

Tuesday Traylen Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Have always loved seeing the cows atop the dairy building on my way back

into Feltham, can remember looking at them every day on the journey to and

from school, they are part of our local history, please put them back where they

belong DairyCrest !

Christina Lloyd Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 My children loved them and knew they were nearly home when they saw them

they are 38 and 36 now and I had hoped my grand children would feel the

same

alastair yates teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 For 30 yrs we have tried to guess if the cows have moo-ved! Pls. restore our

madness

Steve Soden London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I knew these cows when they were on the lawn. Glad to see them elevated

when the new road was built. Sad to see them disappear for ever.

julie steel Staines, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I remember these when i was little 40 years ago, let the children have the fun

we used to....'.its the cows we're nearly home'

Tracey Tudor Staines-upon-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 My dad used to work at IcI further up the road and my grandad used to work for

the diary can remember the cows as a childhood memory and I'm 33 now

Glynis Fletcher Stratford-upon-Avon,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 I adore these cows. I grew up in Richmond and saw them for years.  Now when

I visit, I miss the right turn-off because I always know when I'm there,

BECAUSE OF THE COWS.  Please, please, make SO many people happy.

Please give us all anudder reason to smile in a busy, crazy world.

Anthony Flower Christchurch, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 This was a big part of my childhood, they signalled we had almost reached the

end of our long car ride to see my grandparents.



Name Location Date Comment

Maureen Clarkson London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Been part of my life forever. Born in Hanworth. Landmark in the area

Helen Knight Bedfont, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 We told the children they came alive at night because they were MOOn cows.

The adventures my children think those cows had is nobody's business! I have

baby grandchild now I'd like him to hear the stories too! Please put them back.

Fiona Moorcraft Chertsey, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Iconic sight and happy childhood memories.

Brendon Hollands Chertsey, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I was born in Feltham in 1966 and used to drive past then Job's Dairy building

every day going to school. Part of my childhood...bring back the cows!

Jackie Hassan Salisbury, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Despite moving away from hounslow 18 years ago these were always a

landmark! They are part of home for me. My 17 year old son went past them a

couple of weeks ago on a school trip - his friends though he was a bit mad

'mooing'! (Who didn't do this?!) for the kids it was a sign of being near nan and

grandad. Sad to hear they've been removed.

Ciara Duggan Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 We use the A316 every week to visit my daughters grandparents, at 3 she gets

very excited and shouts out from the back seat 'look mom and dad, the cows'

while giggling. Seems such a pity to lose this landmark.

Fiona Griffin Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 We love seeing the cows went driving past!

Rachel Hunter Rowe Solihull, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Much loved landmark. Used to live in Twickenham and it reminds me I'm nearly

home when we visit relatives.

Tracy Treadaway Middx, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Because I always remember when I was a kid driving along the 316 and seeing

the cows and knowing I was nearly home and I loved seeing them be cause it

was unusual

John Harris Isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Local Landmark shame to see it go!

Amelia Rowe Camberley, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Both my parents and grandparents lived in Hounslow, & the cows meant we

were "nearly there" on visis. In later years, the cows signified the turn off to

social events at my sister's work. They are a landmark, and a bit of light relief -

please put them back?

Dana Robbins Sunbury-on-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 My children and I miss the cows!  They´re a much-loved feature of our daily

lives.

terry lidster basingstoke, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 They are a well loved landmark and have been there since my daughter was

born and she highlighted this to me

Susan Thompson Llanfyllin, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Although I am originally from  'Up North' they were one of my landmarks when I

moved to London in the '70s

Yvonne Dormer West Molesey, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Local history should not be discarded!

sophie martinez surrey, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I used to tell my baby daughter stories about those cows for 14 years till she

got too old !!!!!!!!!

Joan Greening Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 It is part of our heritage and an important landmark that i always look out for on

my way home. I wondered what had happened to them.

Graham Sykes Peterborough, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I worked as a milk boy from the age of 10 when the dairy was called Jobs dairy.

In my later life I sold plastic bottles to this dairy for cream.After leaving London

to live elsewhere, I used to make a point of pointing out the cows to my own

children as we passed them on the way to visit my parents who still live in

Teddington. It is part of the areas history and should remain so.

sharon thomson ashford , middlesex,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 We all love the cows



Name Location Date Comment

Pat Gillespie Southampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I first saw the cows on a school visit to Jobs dairy as an 8 year old in 1956.

They moved on top of the building when the high level road was constructed.

My children and grandchildren have asked why cows are on the roof and I can

tell them about it.

Jacqui prout Whitton, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I remember the cows before the flyover when they grazed at the bottom of the

building on the grass.  I used them to give directions, take the exit afterctge

cows.  Save the cows.

Sian Perrett Addlestone, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I want to show my kids the cows just as my parents did with me

Matthew Waters Bulimba, Australia 2014-07-11 They are a landmark for kids to know that they are nearly home from a boring

car journey down the M3. As I experienced in the 70's & 80's

Valerie Brian Staines, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I was born in Hanworth, I worked at Jobs Dairy when I first left school and my

father worked there for years.   The cows are part of Hanworths history - if they

are damaged, fix them - BUT PUT THEM BACK.

Carys Froud Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 You can't drive past the building and see no cows, it's a landmark!

Jean Bitmead Whitton, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Whenever we have been on a journey seeing the cows on top of dairy crest

always meant we were nearly home.

Julie Davies Isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 childhood memory, always look forward to seeing them when I drive past :o)

Natalie Lawlor Surrey, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 The cows are awesome. Loved them as a kid, want to continue seeing them on

my drives down the A316!

Natalie Griffiths surrey, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 As a child we drove past the dairy crest building on the way to see both sets of

my grandparents. Not only did the prospect of seeing my grandparents make

me and my three sisters very excited (lots of happy screaming in the car),

seeing the cows nearly pushed us over the edge as we knew how close we

were to their homes. Now my grandparents have passed away driving past this

building brings back lots of happy memories and that's why the cows should

stay as i know what happiness they can bring to small/big children!

Sylvia Allen Ashford, Middx, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 You always know you're nearly home when you see the cows and they always

put a smile on your face.

John Bateup St Leonards on Sea,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 Please restore these Iconic cows to your building asap so generations more

can enjoy them.

Lynn Page Addlestone, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows on the roof told me the next turning was the one to come off of.

Without the cows I would get completely lost.  They have been there so long

how can they be a health and safety risk!

sarah martin Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 The cows are an iconic land mark. Coming home from holidays, if we saw the

cows on the roof from the flyover, we knew we were nearly home. So said i can

no longer pass this tradition over to my son!

neil ryan wokingham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I lived in Hanworth all my live until 2001.

The Cows in the sky was how we referred to them.

In a way they are a landmark. 

My children now point them out to me every time we pass by.

Chris Rees Thicken ham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Been a symbol of the region for 30+years to my knowledge

Cashy Ball Whakatane, New

Zealand

2014-07-11 The cows are a party of my history, being on route to my grans house. They'd

be sorely missed by the community.



Name Location Date Comment

Nicola Pitman Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Love seeing them every time I drive on the A316!!

Donna Johnson Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 After all long journey as kid we alway know we were almost home when we

pasted the cows on the roof

Susan Freegrove Sanderstead, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Landmark of the area

Sandt Mullen twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I live in Whitton and it's great seeing the cows when we come home from being

away. It shows us that we are nearly home. Bring them back please!

Jason Batten Isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 It would be such a shame to lose such a landmark sight and without these local

children know who crest are or what you do.

Gary Piggott Lightwater, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Local landmark

Terry Hughes Walton-on-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 Was a local landmark

Grant Milliam Hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 They are an important landmark and amuse me every time I drive along the

A316

Jayne Plant-Povey Isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I grew up on the Brookside estate and was driven past the cows almost daily.

They must be put back, they are a local landmark and men a lot to us.

Francesca Unsworth Warfield, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 They've been there all my life and have always made people smile

Phill Brown Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Please bring back the cows! They are part of the landscape for family and

friends coming to visit, who text us to lets us know they are 'at the cows', i.e.

about 5 minutes away. They are an important landmark in the local area!

robert king France 2014-07-11 the company was called Job's dairy and the cows were across the road on the

grass .....this has to be 55 years ago.... when i was ten my friends and i used to

stack bottles for 3d ...the cows have been there for always why change

Jeremy Robinson Salisbury, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 We all love those cows. They are a wonderfully happy sight (and create a good

company image too!)

Selena  Vane Kingston Upon Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 I remember the cows before they went up on the roof, in grass in front of the

building. Known them all my life... I'm 54 now. They are part of the local history

and need to be restored!!

jaqui peters staines, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 i have been watching the cows all my life and  think they dhould be left therr its

part of Hanworth and everyone loves seeing them  put them back

Ruth Corns Cambridge, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I remember these well from my childhood - a bit of fun in the concrete jungle!

Please don't get rid of them.

Tony Thorne Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Crucial - part of our identity!

Penny Heighes Somerset Gardens,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 It makes everyone in the car smile because it means we are nearly home after

a long journey

Louisa Mokadem London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 They were a big part of my childhood, you always knew you were nearly home!

Bring back the cows!

Maev Kennedy St Margarets, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows are a cherished piece of local history, as much part of our landscape

as Richmond Hill. Please please put them back

Paula Reeks Woking, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 A world without cows is a sad place :(

Anita Citeroni Australia 2014-07-11 Those cows were my life. I do not find it amoosing that you took them down.

jacqui Waller farnborough, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 We used to look out for the cows as kids it brightens the journey and keep kids

distracted looking for them.



Name Location Date Comment

Mel Miles hants, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Always know how close we are to London when we see the cows, bring them

back please!

bernadette douetil blagrove road, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Cows on the rooftop is what we British do....it makes us smile and that is a

splendid reason to bring back the Cows.

Wendy Linsey Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows have a special place in all regular users of the 316 hearts! They must

come home.

Joe Knight london, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Its part of my child hood

Jim Strong Camberley, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 It is something that brings delight, fond memories and a warm feeling about a

company that has had such a great display on its building for so long.

Martin White Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Since our children were tiny the cows have special to them. They told them

they were nearly home as we came back from family in Hampshire and they

would count them to check they were all ok. They are iconic and shame on

Dairy Crest if they don't restore them to the roof. It also begs the question why

they haven't been maintained on an ongoing basis over the years rather than

let all the fixings rust away. Maybe they are just after publicity now. Stopping

buying their products until the cows returned might focus their thoughts on the

matter

Simon Beecham Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 the cows rock! plus they remind me of when I used to look at them as a kid

being driven home

Sue Mycock Coventry, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Always know I am near the end of my journey when I pass the cows!

annette cosstick flansham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 History, and moment to smile on the way to work.

Rachel Ambler Cambridge, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Coming home from my grand-parents' house, my sister and I would always see

the cows and know we were nearly home. Now I point them out to my children

as we drive to see their cousins. It was the right decision to keep the cows

when Dairy Crest took over the dairy but the wrong one to remove them with no

replacement. Please find a solution that will bring back the cows that have

brought joy to so many children.

Edna Harmsworth Selsey, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I grew up on a dairy farm in Cornwall so I have a liking for cows. Also we

should not loose our heritage. Please re instate the cows for every one to

enjoy.

Sarah Blane Wokingham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 They are a piece of history,  I always remember them as a landmark on long

journeys when I on  a child and in later years in my journey to work

Kathryn Booth Blandford Forum, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 As a child flying home from boarding school  they cows told me I was really on

my way at last! Later I always pointed them out to my children.

Hilary Bower Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Such an iconic landmark

Wendy Salmon hamptonRdHampton,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 They have been there so long why remove them now???

georgina pratt sunbury on thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 my late husband was born and bred in hanworth.I have known the model cows

since I met him.they always brought a smile to my face every time I saw them

and have become a real historical landmark.

tracy nunns Frome, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 The cows on the roof have been there since I was a child.my children always

enjoyed seeing them. We knew we were near

Y home when  saw them. We don't live near now but our family still do so when

we go to visit we always  look for the cows on the roof. Please put them back.

But if you don't please could I have one.



Name Location Date Comment

maureen cinar surrey, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 It's a landmark

maureen pichon Northolt, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Miss cows. Thinks keep disappearing soon won't recognise where we are

Kylee Pearce Sunbury-on-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 My daughter shouted and laughed every single time we drove past them!

Please bring them back.

Lawrence Broome London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Always look out for them as we pass the building on our way home, they are a

local landmark same as the famous Lucozade sign by the M4 flyover in

Brentford.

Richard Gladman Brighton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 What a shame. I remember looking out for these cows as a child every time we

drove down to see my grandparents. Such icons (and such an asset Dairy

Crest!)

amy taylor-bull Ramsgate, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I used to live in feltham and when I come back to visit, they always remind me

of my childhood memories

Natasha Thomas Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 A treasured landmark 

A child's favourite

sandra donovan west byfleet, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 It's interesting and amusing. Breaks up an ugly skyline and they are a true

landmark.

Tony Thurgood Stubbington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 My earliest memory of the cows on top of Jobs Dairy was as a child in the late

1970s, they are iconic and have never failed to raise a smile - legends!

Sarah Helmy West Byfleet, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 These cows have been a much loved feature of life for many years.  As we

drove by, my children, my husband and I all chorused 'Don't fall off, ladies!'  We

still look out for them even though my children are now 23 and 21!  PLEASE

bring the lovely cows back! xx

laurence nichols strawberry hill, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Since I've been a child( I'm 45 now) They have been there!!

Karen Faiers Fleet, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 It is my little bit of sunshine in amongst a hideous commute each day when i

drive to and form work.

Teresa English Farnborough, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 My Mum and Dad worked for Job's Dairy in Basingstoke and every time we

visited family in London, we knew we were almost there once we saw the

cows.  As my parents are no longer with us, seeing the cows on visits to

London hold special memories and always make me smile. Please put them

back !!!

harrry burton hanworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Local landmark,we know we are almost home when we see the cows ,the kids

grew up with these cows

Sarah Belcher Newbury, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 These cows were part of my childhood and something that reminds me of all

the fun journeys we made as a family, I want my daughter to be able to see

them too.

Roger Ferris Isleworth, London, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 To keep this unique landmark on an otherwise bland building.

Zak Mazeika Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 These cows are as much of a iconic landmark as anything else in the local

area.

Bob Brookman Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I was actually involved in the making of the fibreglass cows in the 70's so I'm

disappointed that they have been removed !

Claire McNicholls Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Memories of a child coming home from trips away. Spotting the cows I knew we

were nearly home.

Philipp Propst Ashford 2014-07-11 I like cows



Name Location Date Comment

William Shaw Brighton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Joachim... pleased to see this petition is doing so well. About ten years ago I

wrote an article for the Independent about the motorway landmarks of the UK

and this was one of them. I don't think people realise the value of these

eccentric roadside waymarkers.

Tina Vlahovic Egham, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I like cows. They have been there the whole of my life it would be weird to drive

past and not see them.

George Bennett Chichester, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 This is where I and my family come from.

Jane Cowling Sunbury-on-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 These cows have been a landmark for us for years - they signal "nearly

home"!!

Becca Lewis Bexhill, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 They have been around for longer than me they are part of the area. They still

make me smile now even though I have moved away. Bring them back!

Richard Foote Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I have known the cows all my life. Even before the M£ when they were on the

grass in front of the Jobs Dairy Building. They need to be returned as an iconic

memory of the Village of Hanworth. Please put them Back. I am 70 now and

have known them all my life.

Jessica Bermingham Je27tl, Jersey 2014-07-11 The cows are an iconic part of southwest London and a happy memory of my

childhood. They brighten up a rather grey area of London and used to brighten

up my day after a long hour journey.

Nick Mercer Sunbury on Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 This isa travesty I have saluted thsoe cows in passing for 36 years they are

iconic. They should be listed as architecturally and marketing heritage

Meryl Matthews Isleworth Middlesex,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 Those cows are a tradition. The cows represent the beginning of a London to

our family!

JOHN COLE Maidenhead, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 My childhood seeing these cows living nearby. Now its exciting to show my

children.

Jennifer Gutcher Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 lived here all my life - saw the original cows and part of the area.

dawn hill France 2014-07-11 My dad worked for Jobs Dairy all his working life and as kids we were always

nagging him to take us to work with him so we could see the cows.  Although I

now live in France, when I return to see my family it always brings a smile to

my face and I know I'm home. They are a landmark, put them back please.

Janine Wiltshire UK, NJ 2014-07-11 They're a great part of my childhood and I loved driving past and seeing them

on the roof bringing back fond memories!

Cathy Goddard Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 These are an historical landmark ...it is outrageous to remove them!!

carolyn king SEATON, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 'comin''ome!

Alastair Reid Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 More cows in london!

Tom Cawley Manchester, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 COWS

Suzanne Stout Reading, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Don't live in Twickenham anymore but grew up with these iconic cows and they

bring a smile to my face (and my children's) whenever I visit/come back home.

They are an uncomplicated thing in a complicated world!!

Garrith Jenner Littledean, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 My kids (when they were young) & I (still am young !)used to look out for them -

Bring them back. Health & Safety 'jobs-worth' interferrence !

mark dyerson london, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 the cows help protect feltham



Name Location Date Comment

Chloe Arundale Staines-upon-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 I love the cows, definitely a highlight of car journeys as a child

Anna Scally Egham, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 The cows are iconic and the kids love them (and us!)

Diana Surman Earls Colne., Colchester,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 Memoiries of childhood.

Janine Davies Davies twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 For my boys who LOVE these cows and are part of their childhood and

memories and they are very SAD!

Jules Finley Woodhall Spa, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Resident Twickenham from 1989-2005 but still visit regularly. The cows are the

landmark that tells you, and subsequently your children, that you nearly home. I

still feel that when I drive back now. :-( Bring the cows back!)

Jean Morris Littlehampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I always know I'm nearly home when I see the cows and they were part of my

life when I lived there we always used the mad our landmark

Aaron Grist Douglas, Isle of Man 2014-07-11 They have always been there, I know im home when I drive by them.

Nina Lynch Farnborough, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 We love spotting the cows in our way to watch Harlequins. It gives our travel

sick prone son something to look out of the window for, a real bonus for us!

Katherine Dawson Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 How else will i know i'm nearly home?!?!

Janet McGuire Isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 After a long journey, when I see the cows I know I am nearly home.

Remember them from my childhood and don't want them to disappear for good

Jason Prior Warfield, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 My kids love seeing them

george prigmore hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 for many years i have seen these cows on the roof on our family holiday trips

and we always looked for them on the way home to as children we knew we

were nearly home , and now as i have children of my own its something i would

love them to see and remember  for future generations

Maev Kennedy St Margarets, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows are part of my skyscape, part of my life in London, a monument to

gentle eccentricity, a little silly, surprisingly precious

Amanda Davies-Day Shepperton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 They are a local landmark - my kids (9 & 3) love looking out for them. It also

helps parents start the conversation explain why they are there & that milk

comes from cows - at a time when statistics are showing today's kids have no

idea where food etc comes from I think Its an important symbol. Thx

Richard Jennings Isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 these cows are an iconic landmark and add a bit of cheer when returning to

London.

David Thomas London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Cows on the roof! We used to play the 'spot the cows' game as children and

the winner got an icecream. We played this about four times a year. It's the

best part of driving along that motorway and was a big part of our holidays

even as adults. Also, why not have cows on the roof?

Michelle Dyos Ashford, Middlesex,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 Bring back landmark cows to the area. My daughter will be devastated if she

can't see the cows on the roof which have been around since I was a child.

Stevie Mc Garrity London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Because I am one of your customers, who still get their milk delivered, and I

love seeing those cows and they are a marker, to say I am on the right road,

plus what a great talking point...you should return them and enjoy all the

publicity that you have caused by taking them down..we need our dairy's as

well as saving the cows, most of us need to switch back to glass bottles, great

fro the environment and creates jobs.

Jacqueline Moore Hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Because it is a piece of history every body loves the cows on the roof. brings a

smile to your face when you drive past there so sweet



Name Location Date Comment

Vanessa Silverside Surbiton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Remember Job's Dairy cows from my childhood.

laura Bedford teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Moo!

Ro Harris Egham, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Because it's mad what harm did they do they looked great and made people

smile!

Rosie Carter Shepperton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I love those cows! They're a landmark

Charles Burton London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 My kids and I always look for the cows and have done for many years

Krys Less London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 They are a cherished landmark

penny robinson ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 it's a national landmark !

Eleni Bide London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 We waved to the cows every time we drove out of London as children, and now

my son loves them too. They are a significant land mark, and the area will be a

lot poorer without them. This is such an easy PR win for Dairy Crest - why get

rid of them?

Justin Hinton Surbiton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Cows.

Caroline Brooke Saint Albans, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I have very fond childhood memories of spotting the cows!  I'm really sorry

they've decided to take them down and hope they will reconsider

Philip Wright United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Our children grew up with them as we drove along 316.  Now at 19 and 22 they

still like to see them.  So what about the next generation?  Lets keep something

unique.

Jordanne Cliffe hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows were always there when I grew up. Its how we knew we were coming

home after a long journey. They mean a lot to the area

David Gray Chesterfield, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 They were a lovely sight arriving in London

Layla Walton Sunbury-on-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 They've been there for as long as I an remember - put them back!

Marie Mulryan Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 These cows were a big part of my childhood. We'd already look out for the

cows and know we were nearly home and now my children do the same. They

are an important landmark in the area and it would make a lot of people happy

to see them reinstated.

hannah powell STAINES-UPON-

THAMES, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Ive known it since i was a child and it would be a shame to lose them now

Rose Drew Glasgow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows were always a landmark for us.  On a long journey anywhere, the

first one of the family to spot them and shout 'cows' was duly deemed the

Leader of the Expedition!  Please bring them back or we will have no leaders!

:-(

Katie Teague Brighton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 My parents live in Teddington and I grew up seeing these cows all the time  -

they cannot go!!

Graham Wheeler Hampshire, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I grew up in Ashford and would  look forward to seeing the cows on our weekly

trips up to West London to see my Grandparents and relatives. I now travel

daily from Yateley to Chiswick for work and they are a constant reminder of my

childhood. Please bring back the cows !

Nick Archdale London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Those cows have been there all my life and Dairy Crest can well afford to look

after them (please).



Name Location Date Comment

Tara Hamkari-Plant Surrey, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Please don't take them away as they make me smile and brighten my day!

Matthew Bruce London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I grew up passing these cows. The journey we took meant we were visiting my

grandparents in Twickenham. My grandparents are no longer with us but the

cows lived on until now. Bring back the cows!

Stephen Foy Heathfield, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I'm Soooooo fed up with Elf & Safety taking the fun out of every day life! Fix the

brackets and put the cows back!!!

Saraj James Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows have been there all my life, they make a horrible bit of road much

more enjoyable to drive down! (for drivers and child passengers!)

vicky wilson andover, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I loved seeing these bring back the cows!!

lucy barnes Reading, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 its a local land mark you allways knew where you where

Sarah Saunders sunbury, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Children get great excitement to see the cows when passing by the building on

the A316

jennie dettmer teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Those cows have created positive brand associations with Dairy Crest amongst

an entire generation of West London and beyond. Don't be mad... Bring back

those cows!

Arlo Jones London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I say good mooo-morning to the cows every morning on my way to nursery.

Marie Godfrey Thames Ditton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows are a visual icon of the area.  Just because they are humorous in

nature does not mean that they are not as important as any other architectural

design or object that has a prominent visual position in the area for many

years.  Just think how many children have had their introduction to sculpture

through these cows.  Art that brings joy to people's lives is valuable in our

society.  Please bring the sculptures back.

Douglas Rankine Bognor, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I  just passed by the moo cows the other day with children and grandchildren

and we gave a big cheer.   They were there when I was young.  Don't let them

be turned into meat additives.

Doug Rankine

liz chamberlain Colden Common, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 As children, we used to know that seeing the cows was a sign we were nearly

home.   Bring them home.

Anna Cornell Lightwater, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I gew up in Whitton and still visit regularly.  The cows have always been there

as long as I can remember.  As a child I always looked out for them and my

children have done so too.  I would like my future grandchildren to be able to

see them.

John Pickston Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 The whole family look out for the cows every time we travel past on the A316

which regularly. Its great marketing for Dairy Crest as it keeps their name in our

minds every time we pass. Without the cows we wouldn't notice the building or

the brand name.  So the cost of replacement can I'm sure be justified in terms

of brand awareness.

russell carter Shoreham-by-Sea,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 Brings back memories

Simon Jefford Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I have grown up with these cows and they do not deserve to be removed.

Please bring them back.

Caroline Arthur Australia 2014-07-11 Lived in twickenham for 10 years. Used to say hello to the cows every time I

went past them.

Andrea Lloyd Tooting, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I grew up in Hampton and we longed to see these cows on every long car

journey & we loved seeing them as it meant we were nearly home.

Gareth Amer Wraysbury, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 This is just a really bad marketing call. Childhood stolen.



Name Location Date Comment

John Masterson Surrey, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Have known these cows forever and always used as a point of reference.

Melvyn Wayne(Hosking) farnborough, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I am 68 and born in Whitton. I remember the cows on ground level outside

Jobs dairy when I was a kid before the flyover was built and they were moved

to the roof. We used to cycle there just to see the cows. How much is it going

to cost a multi million pound company to fix a few cows on a roof, especially

with all the advertising it brings them.

Tina Quenault Farnham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 As a child these cows were always a family talking point. We used to go to

Job's dairy fair every year. I always tell younger members of my family the story

of when somebody one evening had lined all the cows up at the bus stop

outside the dairy. I saw this myself as a child when travelling on the bus with

my Mum, so funny, we laughed so much. Please keep the cows, they are a

landmark and it was really great that Dairy Crest kept them all these years after

Job's dairy. They are part of the history of the area and tell such a lovely story.

Deborah Warman Hampton Hill, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 A landmark that has been a part of our family for over 25 years!

Paul Chapman Walton, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I lived in Hanworth for over 10 years when my girls were growing up and they

loved seeing them

Lauren McLelland Surbiton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows have been there to welcome me home after countless school and

family trips... As kids on coaches we would all cheer as we got to the cows as it

was five minutes from our school and homes a cool little mascot... Bring back

the cows

Rob Record Hampton Hill, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 They provide pleasure to kids and adults alike on an otherwise dull and

soulless landscape.

Sam Christie Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 As a child this was the main excitement on the way to my Nans- it's a shame as

it's our history

Rachel Pirie Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Iconic sight on the A316

gianni malpeli HAMPTON, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 they were a wonderful sight to see and always brought a smile to my face,  not

only for me but my children as well, also a great landmark .

janice newbery twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows are a local landmark which have been there for many, many years,

they mark the way home for many people who have travelled the A316 for

many decades

Clive Tulloch Winchester, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 It's gentle humour on a tedious bit of road - and I can think 'Yes I get my milk

from Dairy Crest - perhaps even those cows'.

Justin Wells Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I've lived in the area for most of my life, and seeing the cows on top of the dairy

was always a welcome home as my parents (and later myself) drove down the

M3/A316 towards Tickenham or Hampton. Please don't Mooove them!

Jeremy Ross Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I like a road with a moo!

Chris Wood Wallingford, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 They make me smile whenever I drive past and my kids love them!!

phil chappell crowthorne, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I miss them. My journey to work has one less thing to smile about.  ( however if

you're not putting them back can I have one ?)

ed van der weide Australia 2014-07-11 every time in the UK i see the cows i know ime close to my sis,s place

Paul Bungard Addlestone, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I have pointed out these cows to generations of children and visitors.



Name Location Date Comment

Katie Bower Romsey, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 The cows were a great marker when I was little for knowing when we were

nearly home from car journeys with the family. Keep this tradition for

generations to come!! I still look at them now and know I'm nearly home (aged

34!!)

Deborah Cass Guildford, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I remember the cows on the grass outside Job's Dairy when I was a child.  My

children still count them every time we or they drive up the M3

Robert Moat Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows!!

Eileen Fawdry London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 They are a landmark

Rose Abad London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 WAs part of ym childhood when we travelled into London from Southampton!

Harry Bates Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Seeing the cows cheers me up!

Paula Poulter Farnborough, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 They have been there all my life when I use to go up to see my Nan and

Grandad now we travel up to see friends I still enjoy seeing them.

Delwynne Ranner Camberley, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I love seeing these cows - they're a landmark!

Kieren Messenger Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 As a child I always knew I was near my nan's when I saw the 'moo cows up

top'.

Iain Dark Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Part of the local heritage (Optional)

William Tyler London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Those cows were my childhood man

Richard Pain Hampton Wick, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 These cows have brought pleasure to huge numbers of people - surely the

fixings can be replaced and made safe. They are sorely missed.

Elizabeth Lee Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Lovely landmark and local feature.

Roger BLACK WOKINGHAM, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 These were always a landmark and we were pleased when they were elevated

to roof level  so as still to be visible. SO sad they have now gone, please

restore

Peter Bide Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows are a much-loved local landmark. They make a significant

contribution to the areas's local character and identiy

Angi NUTT Cadnam, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I grew up in Twickenham and the cows were a big part of my childhood &  now

my children's.. They always mean "nearly home"

Danny Cullinane Hyde, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 it helped bring the country and nature into the suburbs.

Emma Shortland Walton-on-thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 A local landmark & something Dairy Crest should be aware means a lot to a lot

of people.

alice waters teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 they have been there since i was BORN

Jonathan Harrison Hove, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Every time I drive past there I shout Mooooo really loudly.

Ben Clare Leatherhead, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Like any recognisable landmark - this deserves to be preserved.

Rin Roche London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 The cows are an icon -  bring the cows home!

Andrew Hamel-Cooke West Horsley, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 iconic landmark as long as I can remember on the grass in front of an earlier

building

Ian Hamilton Esher, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I used to live in Twickenham and I think the cows are great fun



Name Location Date Comment

Rachel Swift Southampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I have been driving up the M3 to visit my Grandparents since I was a child and

the iconic dairy cows were a known landmark to me and my siblings that we

were nearly there! They have become part of our family history and shared

memories. Please bring them back!

Rosemarie Bennett Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 There were cows at the dairy from when I was a small child. They have already

sold the original ones. This is part of our local history.

Vikki Morris Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 The cows are iconic bring back the cows!

Jamie Collins Chertsey, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I grew up in Iseworth & now work in Hounslow. The enjoyable part of my

commute to work every day & visiting friends & family has been remoooved.

The girlfriend hates it when I point out the cows EVERYTIME, but it's worth it &

they're missed lol. I'm sure a multi million pound company can afford to fix or

replace them with exact replica's. Please bring them back!

David Cox London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 They are a local landmark and should be given protected status, bring back the

cows

Kevin Briggs Hitchin, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I used to drive past the cows every day when going to school, the cows have

become a local landmark. Please replace them! Don't let health safety ruin

what gives people harmless pleasure.

Meg Chesshyre London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Familiar landmark. Part of my children's childhood. It meant we were nearly

home.

Joy Cobb Aldershot, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Tradition!

Elizabeth Howat London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 They brought a little bit of joy to a rather joyless stretch of the A316.

Joanna wilkinson Whitton, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 My kids love seeing the cows when we drive past.

Anna-Marie Kean Guildford, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 great memories of my childhood...

Charlotte Parke London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Those cows were a part of my childhood me and my mum would drive past and

I'd say "cows in the sky" and then my mum would say "moo moo moo" and we

still do it now and I was gutted to find out they were taken down

abbie tooley farnborough, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 my sister works for the company, and we love the cows!!!

louise nagle Hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 since I was little and now with my children the cows are the landmark that sign

the beginning and end of our journeys down that road, especially family

holidays.

tom wright Auckland, New Zealand 2014-07-11 It was the thing we all looked out for on road trips, timeless

Kerry Entwistle Fleet, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Every time we drive to London my children love to look out for the cow building.

It's part of our journey. Please restore them.

Sharon Randall feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 It is a landmark and something that reminds me of my childhood heading up

the M3 to visit my nana in Twickenham

burgess taylor teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 They've been there since I was a child, and now my own daughter loves them

too!

Jacqueline  Flint London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 They are a local landmark and would be hugely missed.

Nicola Carter Whitton, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 The cows are legendary

Gillian Caine Hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 it is so important that we don't let all of life's little smile makers disappear, what

a dull world we will live in if all the wonderful quirks vanish.

Mo Berry Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows have brightened up an incredibly ugly building for years and my

children (now adults) have always loved them. It was a sign that we were

nearly home. Shame to lose them.



Name Location Date Comment

Victoria Hicks eynsham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows offer a welcome light hearted landmark in a concrete jungle..

sometimes the only reason should be to make people smile

Janty Yates London., United Kingdom 2014-07-11 THEY MAKE MY DAY!!

Larry Jarman Poole, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Too many things from our childhood are disappearing. My children have all

grown up seeing these cows. They are a landmark and should not be forgotten.

john hanson weybridge, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 best thing about my journey into work

suzanne stone london, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 They have been there the entire time I have been growing up!:)

Katherine Dixon Southall, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 A great site on a boring stretch of road. Always a welcome site returning home

from trips away from the borough. Been there as long as I can remember!

rachel dunn london, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 i have seen this since my childhood and its a shame they have been taken

down

Denise Westmarland Sunbury, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 The Cows are a local landmark and have been there for so many years its

wrong to remove them

Steven Payne Hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I pass this building 2/3 times a week & they have always been there

Mark Brown Sandhurst, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Iconic west London landmark, what was the risk ? That you may be injured by

a plastic cow??? Please!

Robyn Charlton Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 It's symbolic of a great old tradition.

Claire Pepperell-lynn Sunbury, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Iconic Cows should be listed!

Graham Street Littlehampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I like cows

Gay Martin Richmond, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 It has been part of my whole life and I cannot bear the thought that they will

disappear.  Among other memories, they always signalled the start of our

summer holiday.

IRIS JOYCE Bracknell, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I think they were a great landmark. They used be on the grass before the new

road was built and I believe they had lights or reflectors in their eyes. 

Please repair them and put them back.

Annie  Wade Surrey, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 This is a local landmark and adds some history to the otherwise very dark and

uninspiring area.

Andrew Henning Poole, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 They are a landmark and have been for years.  Why remove them.  My children

always look out for them.

Susan Lane-Smith Heathfield, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I lived in the area for over 30 years, apart from a landmark for all it is important

to retain some of the 'heritage' of the past and not site H & S as an excuse.

james cooper isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Has been there since i was a child all ways bring a smile when you go buy :)

Audrey Fleming Tranent, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Land mark and also reference point for motorists and fun for kids

Katie Sullilvan Basingstoke, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 The bright point of many a boring childhood journey, please bring the cows

back!

Linda Rapacioli Basingstoke, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 It's a land mark with fond memories

Lian Williams Addlestone, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 My friends live in Hayworth and Feltham so I know these cows well and very

sad there not there.

rebecca hobson chiswick, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Those cows have been there all my life... its a sign of nearly being home when

approaching from the M3!



Name Location Date Comment

Sheron Hassell Tintern, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I grew up in the area ...... It's an iconic local landmark.

Laura Mutukrisna Dubai, United Arab

Emirates

2014-07-11 I am originally from Hanworth and they are a local landmark.  Please reinstate

them

Lisa hepburn Addlestone, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 it something we always look out for when passing-we love it!

Sarah Edwards-knight Sutton, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Love those little cows.

Holly Billingham Surrey, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 It has been there since it as 3 years old. And it reminds me of my current

relationship we travel a lot and this means we are nearly home &lt;3

Libby Fontaine Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 These cows have welcomed us home since childhood- they should be

reinstated immediately!!

Chacasta Pritlove Ascot, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 3 generations of my family, (my mum, my sister and I, and now my children)

have/are grown/growing up seeing this local landmark. A welcome sight on a

dreary concrete bypass. Come on Dairy Crest, please replace them!

Evangeline Cundle Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I'm genuinely quite upset. Those cows have been on that rood since I can

remember. It's more of a landmark than anything. As a kid I loved driving on the

a316 past them. Please put them back, no one gives a shit about health an

safety.

Jon Restall London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 My kids love these cows! They help keep them occupied in the car, waiting to

see who can see a cow first, a game I also played as a kid

Anna Stockford London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Whenever I go on holiday I always go past the Feltham Dairy Crest and smile

at the lovely miniature cows, without them life is a little bit more boring.

Mark LeBrock Bookham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Its a landmark what the hell are they doing removing them? Have they no

respect for tradition and history. Id sack the person whose idea this is

(probabaly a dam clueless graduate they've just taken on with no idea of the

history behind these cows)

Grace Howells Fenny Compton,

Southam, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 My family live in London and I enjoy seeing these iconic cows on my visits! 

Bring the cows home!

Carl Henderson London, Ireland 2014-07-11 WE NEED MORE COWS. Someone think of the children.

Elizabeth Dean Hep person, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Iconic cows  remind me that I'm nearly home when I pass by

Jayne Spink Hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows were always the signal to my kids that we were almost home when

returning from days out and holidays!

Sarah Mbaziira Weybridge, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Historical memory from childhood.

Jean Wheeler Caterham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I remember cows being when I was 10 years old, 55 years ago, although they

were on the ground then, they should be treated the same as a listed building!

Gavin Evans Fleet, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I used to see them every day on the way to school. One of the few sights to

cheer up the journey. They're a very useful marker when you want to describe

which exit on the A316 to use - it gets people talking about the dairy. These

cows are more historic than the ones in Milton Keynes, they should be listed!

Faye Harrison Woking, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Have travelled past these cows for all my life. Iconic. Historical.

Kerry Thorne Farnborough, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Have always pointed them out to my kids when passing and now can't show

the Gran kids, will miss them.

Maria Evangelou Brentford, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Memory if childhood and future generation new memories. Landmark!



Name Location Date Comment

CLARE PATTERSON TWICKENHAM, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Landmark and have always pointed them out to my kids when on a journey!

charlotte skillern Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Historic

Deborah Duguid Farrant Bracknell, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I lived in Heston for 40 years before moving to Bracknell and the cows always

showed you were nearly home. Please fix them and restore them to their

proper place.

Sylvia Denison Guildford, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I lived at Brookside and you always knew you were home when you saw the

cows.

Valerie Eves Spain 2014-07-11 Lived in Hampton and Hampton Hill for over 30 years. Always be part of home

for me and my children

Katharine Oliver Bromley, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 The cows are a well-loved landmark in my family.

Philip Passey Chertsey, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows have been a landmark all my life, driving up to brentford and seeing

them there. Surely replacing them and making dairy crest heros comes before

profit margins. In defence we do a thing called preventive mantinance. Guess

paint and someone checking on them more often costs too much. Save the

cows and make people smile again.

Linda Parkes ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 They're part of our lives!!!

Simon Carver St Albans, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows on the roof have been a landmark for our family for thirty years as we

travel home to Teddington to visit parents/grandparents. Their removal is a

great loss.

Mark Potter Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 They have been there my whole life, now mu children love them.

silas armstrong Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 the COWS! My childhood memories, these cows have been there so long they

should be protected by the Queen! Listed cows! PUT THEM BACK!

Alison Putland Chobham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I drive past the cows n the way to work, they make me smile.

valerie irvin Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 My children growing up used to love looking out for them. Then my

granddaughter.. they are an institution!!!

robert maynard Tadworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 They are a landmark, and a part of my childhood memories. When I was a

young,  on way home from holiday, we would pass the cows and i would know

we were nearly home, that brought a measure of joy after a long journey

Claire Muckle Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 We want cows back!

Matthew Smith Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Something that always been there, noted and loved.

annie Record molesey, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 a lanmark and a nostalgic childhood memory

Alice Ardis richmond, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I LOVE THE COWS, WHEN I SEE THEM I KNOW I'M NEARLY HOME!!

Steph Day Yateley, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Love them!

PATRICIA WEY WALTON ON THAMES,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 because I can remember them before the war - part of childhood

linda regan feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 its part of our area and the children when small loved them

pam stewart twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I can remember the cows outside the original dairy on the grass in front of the

building.  Now they tell me I'm nearly back home as I come off the M3.  They

are a part of local history now.

Rachel Sharp Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Historical and part of the landmark... the building with the cows on --- marks

coming home

Joanne Sexton Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Landmark



Name Location Date Comment

elizabeth gorman hampton hill, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 they are wonderful... always told my children the cows were brought down for

milking twice a day!

Tracey Mitchell bedfont, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Massive part of my childhood, always knew we were nearly home when we

saw the cows!

Lindsay Betton Surrey, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 The drive into London will not be the same without the cows.  Health and

Safety goes to the extreme and has a lot to answer for, bring back the cows!

Kevin Hunter Addlestone, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 We were brought up in Ashford and the cows (then on the grass out the front)

were a landmark, we would all sit up in the car and count them ! 

Happy to make a donation to keep them, or at the worst outcome,  would make

a donation to own one !!

Elizabeth Ward Staines, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 They have been on the building since I was born and are a little piece of

history. It would be such a shame if they were lost forever

john dalton isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 they are iconic and been there since i was a kid and always looked up and

brought memories of my childhood

Gavin Cotton Ascot, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 They're iconic!

Barbara Matthews Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 They are a very special landmark,and for us and our three children an

indication we were home. Please re-instate them, no trip back from the West

Country will ever be the same!

Fiona Riddiford sunbury on Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 Bring back the cows, we love and miss them.

matt snell Stoke-on-Trent, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Loved to see them on the way back from grans

Paula Young Hampshire, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I think it is sad that the cows are no longer there for passers by.

Ginny Bryant Whitton, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 This is part of local history and environment .......madness to remove them

Charlotte Kerens Sunbury on Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 How I know when to get off the high road.

Steven Edmunds Farnborough, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows have been there as long as I can remember, it was a symbol of

driving to my nans house and into London. It would be a sad day if they don't

return.

Lorna Houghton Addlestone, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Those cows have been there for as long as I can remember. I lived in Hanworth

as a child and always saw them on the dairy roof. They should be repaired and

re-instated.

Doreen McGinnis Hillingdon, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 What would it cost to renew the fixings??? Not a HUGE amount I would

imagine!!..

eamonn store Stamford, CT 2014-07-11 I have grown up with the cows all my life. Every time I visit London they bring a

smile to my face. My kids also love them. I'm udderly heartbroken they've been

removed. Please make them better and put them back out to graze

Thea Hitchcock Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I always say 'Hello Moo Cows' when I drive past them and always count

them...making sure they're all there and none have moooved..

#BringBackTheFelthamCows

Joanne Grove Surbiton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Part of my childhood & a marker for how far I am from home after a long

journey back from the West Country

alice Hosuton watford, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 i grew up in the area and always saw the cows as my mum drove me passed

on the flyover. they are a part of my childhood and MUST be RETURNED!

Roger Cooper Bracknell, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I've commuted in and out of London five times a week for the last 30 years -

They are the best advert Dairy Crest could ever have.



Name Location Date Comment

sarah scragg Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 It's a local landmark - please can we have them back?!

Peter Oliver Isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Because they are a landmark my kids know we are going on holiday. They are

an important part of that!

Stephen Strongitharm chessington,surry, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 History

Wendy Rowley Hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Always know where abouts I am when coming off M3

Danielle Smith Hampton Hill, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows are a landmark which brings a bit of joy and excitement to an

otherwise very dull area. Everyone associates Dairycrest with the cows in this

part of London. By removing the cows they are removing part of their identity.

James Lambert bristol, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I bloody love those cow! Moooooooooooooooooooooo!!!

J King Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Always liked looking out for the vows since I was a child.  Want my children to

enjoy the same landmark.

Mark Charlwood Bordon, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 The cows are legendary, and are a unique piece of the local landscape.

Jenny Loxton Hanworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I grew up here

Rosemary vane fleet, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I was born in hanworth these cows have been around for all of my 60+years

Sue Roe Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Used to live in Hanworth, until they built the flyover! They are part of my

childhood.

Chris Money East twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Childhood memories!!

John Bower Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Children know they're home when they see them...

James Melville London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Heritage!

Steve Christensen Sunbury on Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 Moooooo

Nigel Gibbins Shepperton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 They provide a sense of light hearted fun to an other wise bleak exterior. It just

brightens ones day among the daily drudge.

Nicola Gouldstone Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 We know we're nearly home when the cows come onto view!

Sarah Lonsdale Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 So many childhood memories lost :(

Lisa Pearce Surrey, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Having lived 30 years in Hampton, the cows were a wonderfully familiar piece

of quirkiness which always signalled "I'm home". When friends came up the M3

to visit the Job's cows were an easily identifiable landmark that made people

smile (and not incidentally helped them identify which junction they were at!).  I

always wanted one to take home with me, and I'm desperately sad that future

generations of children could miss out on the joy and laughter the first time you

realise there are cows... on a roof!  Please, please replace them!

Jodie Senter Farnborough, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I lived in Feltham for many years and my Dad used to work for Jobs

dairy/unigate. He always used to point the cows out and we loved them

everytime we passed them! Bring back the cows!!

Keith Andrews Sunbury, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 It's our heritage and should be saved for the delight of children/adults to come.

Rosemary Prior Kingston upon Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 My granddaughter cried all the way home when she saw the cows were

missing. These cows must be replaced ASAP.



Name Location Date Comment

Ian McNamara Barrow-in-Furness,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows have brought a smile to my face since I was a kid.....new fixtures are

not expensive!

kate faulkner-king twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 history - my whole life this has been a landmark right up the road from me!

bring back the dairy crest cows!!

lauren burbridge fleet, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Its a real landmark aftercoming off the M3. Please don't be so corporate driven

to take them away.

Mark Musto Phuket, Thailand 2014-07-11 1) Great viral social media marketing by Dairy Crest.

2) I remember seeing these cows in the late 70s / early 80s as I passed Job's

Dairy.

Carla Newell Sunbury-on-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows are just there, always have been and I couldn't believe it when they

were suddenly gone!!!

amy Henderson Egham, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Those cows are a childhood memory!

Donna Johnson London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Nnnnnooooooo bring back the cows

Louisa Pielichaty Isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 In all my 21 years every time I have passed these cows its been like a welcome

home as its meant I'm almost in isleworth, as if they've been taken down! They

are one of my earliest memories! Bring back the cows!!

zara d'abo frome, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 we love them and have done since our childhood - please please reinstate

them.

Stephen Poole Walton-on-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 As I child I used to love seeing these. And I have shown these to my partner

who is from mk

Hilary Light Windlesham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I have known these cows all my

life and will miss them - they are

an important landmark .  I would

have thought they would be wonderful advertising - everyone knows of these

cows.

Stephen Fryer Camberley, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Grew up in Hounslow and drove past these a million times. Always look out for

them

Alan Yewer Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 These cows are a local landmark and should've renovated and returned to they

usuall rooftop place

Ian Henderson Egham, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 This is how I know whwere to turn off the A316 to get to my sister's house,.

F SMITH New York, NY 2014-07-11 Idiots. They've been safe for 37 years. Boycot all dairy till this is done .

Mary Butlin Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Have known those cows for most of my 71 years - do not want to say goodbye

to them now.

Ben Alexander Woking, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 The cows are an iconic landmark. I loved seeing them!

James Ranken London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Bring back my cows

lisa glover bracknell, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 childhood memory which want my son to grow up with when visit my parents

Derry Cook stanwell, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 these are a highlight of EVERY trip on the A316. my son is devastated  that

they have been removed. our recent trip to grandmas was just not right.

fiona Thorpe Clarkson, Australia 2014-07-11 Theyre a land mark!!!

Jan Porter London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 They are iconic ! There is no child in a vehicle who doesn't know the cows !

Bring them back or Moooooooooo to you

Thomas Bryant Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Because since I was old enough to remember, whenever I go on a car journey I

know I am home when I see the rooftop cows

Maggie Neill Sunbury on Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 I like them



Name Location Date Comment

Elliott Martin London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 As a child I would often look out for these with my brother whenever travelling

to/from my Grandmother's house along the A316.  These cows were iconic and

were always the landmark to indicate we were near home (Bracknell was a

long way away as a child!).  Maybe I am being nostalgic, but please don't lose

something that has become a timeless part of the local area for millions...

B C Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 The cows have been there as long as we have lived in the area, 37 years. They

are a great land mark and we have told numerous to look foir the cows on the

roof to turn off for Feltham.

Hollie Nattrass Sunbury-on-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 Absolutely debated that the cows have been removed. They were a daily

delight to drive past during my childhood.

Julie Holland Sunbury, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 My children know we're nearly home when we see the cows! I can't believe

they've gone. Please, please put them back.

Christabel Parker Whitton, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 When I was a child I remember the cows on the ground in front of the Job's

Dairy building. This was before the flyover was built.

Stacey Davies brookfield, WI 2014-07-11 Why? Because they are are part of our history! A landmark. Please keep the

cows!!

Tom Ralph Poole, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I Love the cows.

David Chawner Northampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows are an important landmark for our family. As we passed them they

regularly meant that we were going on holiday usually to Bournemouth

Elizabeth Edwards Sunbury-on-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows have always been there and I look forward to seeing them. It is a part

of history.

jake w liliput, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I'm 38 and I always remember them there. Bring them back!!!!!!

emma lamkin hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 because we love them they make us smile

Lynda Crellin Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Like so many families this has been our 'nearly home' landmark and such a

lovely sight at the end of the M3. Strong in the memories of myself and my

children and, I hope, their children too. Come on Dairy Crest -do the decent

community spirited thing!

Gary Parker Eastleigh, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Bring back the cows or otherwise I will not drink milk ever again!!! I'm in udder

diss belief that these cows are going to be culled due to H&S how very dare

you, if anything you should be putting more cows on roofs!!! I want more cows

on roofs of different sizes and colours this is 2014 for crying out loud!!! You

have made a lot of people very angry about this!!! I for one will not be eating

any dairy products until you put them back!!! I suggest you moove your

dairyere at once and sort it out!!!

Nigel Coombes Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Everybody looks forward to seeing them coming home from the m3.

Rachel Holland Sunbury-on-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows have been a signal that we were arriving home for decades. My

children used to moo at them as we drove past. They were replaced previously,

PLEASE do so again. They are such a landmark and are missed. Please be

mooved by our pleas!! Thank you

Suzanne Turner Lower Sunbury, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 They are a local landmark and the kids have always looked out for them

susan burns hounslow, Serbia 2014-07-11 it is our history the cows musty stay

Jane Carroll Middlesex, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I grew up with these cows and my children and so should my grandchildren!

Nigel Williams Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 They are iconic and mean a lot to many people.I shall review my milk order if

they are not restored.



Name Location Date Comment

Maggie Wickham New Milton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Because they are a local landmark and signify entry to the great metropolis.

Sarah Hawkins Glasgow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I grew up just around the corner from the dairy (I knew it as Job's!) - They're a

local landmark!

Deborah Berridge Seaford, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Used to live in Lincoln Road. Our family and many others loved this local

landmark and Dairy Crest could easily capitalise on this.

Steve Bone Addlestone, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 These cows are part of history and losing them forever is a sad thing all my

children have grown up with !!

Save our history !!!

Polly Olden-Chandler Middlesex, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 They hold so many childhood memories =]

jacki Cornish twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows have been there so long... my kids always waved to them as we

passed & my grandchildren have also...  They are Iconic & how dare they

remove them

Owen Bennett Ashford, Middlesex,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 Cos it is

Eddie Menday MBE Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 The model cows are part of the heritage of the district

Ron Baxter Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I knew someone who worked at the dairy many years ago. He told me that they

have been taken down before and sold, but because of being a land mark, new

ones were made and put back.   I was also told that the ivy growing on the wall

is also a land mark and the company were not able to cut it down. Not sure

how correct that is.  They have been there for as long as I can remember and

its nice to see after a long drive down the M3

Jackson Hunt London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 OMG... Childhood memories!!!

Keith King London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 An important land mark that I grew up with

Gillian Morris Sunbury on Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 They have been a part of this building for as long as I can remember.. leave

them alone pleeeaassee

Scott Newman Isle of Wight, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 "Citing Health and Safety concerns" is another way of saying they have no

intention of spending any money on what has become a landmark. They shoud

look on it as "advertising".

Ben Wallace London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 they're awesome

Tina Botterill Virginia Water, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I used to live in Hampton and they were a landmark for where I left the

motorway.

Ed Harris Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I told my five-year granddaughter that they were real cows and so she watches

them closely each time we pass for any sign of movement.  What do I tell her

now as we pass by, that they've gone to that great pasture in the sky? Come

on, Dairy Crest, do the right thing - please.

Rose Hardy Middlesex, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Memories

Alison Edwards Kingston Upon Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 I used to look for them when I was a kid and now my kids will be heartbroken if

they are not there.....

Theresa Grant Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 The cows would always brighten your day when you go past them. My little boy

says 'Please bring them back!'



Name Location Date Comment

David Ricketts Whitton, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Rolling out health & safety concerns is such a weak excuse, it makes me

wonder whether this is some kind move by Dairy Crest to generate a bit of free

publicity! That said, the cows are clearly something of a local landmark that

many residents have grown up with. It would be such a shame if they were

removed. It would make the journey along the M3/A316 even more

intolerable...

Kathy Angel Bishop Auckland, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I grew up in Whitton after WW11 and remember the concrete cows. I'm 68 this

year and would love to think they will still be there for another 60 years. Come

on Dairy Crest, do the decent thing!

chrisitne cole hanworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I've lived in hanworth for 60 years and I can't remember them not being there.

my dad worked at Job's when I was a child and my mother took me to meet

him from work. she tells me I was always more interested in the cows

Rebecca Dailey Oxshott, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 They are just an iconic landmark.  Everybody knows and loves them

Angela Kidd United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Because this is an ICONIC sight.

paul stockley Aldershot, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I grew up with them and they are part of the dairy that should not be lost like so

many other memories of our past.

Laura Kemp-King Brentford, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 They bring a smile to my face and my daughter Polly and I always count them

to make sure none have fallen off.

Sophie Wade Richmond, Surrey, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 It's a local landmark I've grown up with.

Susan Collins London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 The cows are. Landmark they should reryrned ro rightful place it's history of

diary  being them back

rob chapman London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 It's a mooving cause

Angela Swann Surrey, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 It's an iconic landmark of the memory to look after our farmers

Wendy Couch Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 They are part of my growing up, we used to line them up at the bus stop when

it was JOBS' dairy, everyone loved them

James Marchant Stroud, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Removing these iconic cows is not only a act of architectural vandalism, it'll

take away my smile everytime I pass! Dairy Crest have missed the opportunity

for some fun clever PR here! They could have highlighted the disappearance

with some clever signage saying the cows have moooved temporarily to

summer pastures, whilst they engineered a safe building solution. Then they

should have run a competitiion for the public to find the cows across the

country! To  just blame H&S is not acceptable! Their marketing and PR teams

should know better!

Dave Barrett New york, MA 2014-07-11 Cos me m8 ellen said she liked em or summin

Ian Barton Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Iconic!

Julie Hambleton Crewkerne, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Please bring the cows back!  I cannot imagine them not being there!

Katy Cox Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 because they are iconic and part of local heritage.

Ashley Dobson Brighton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Because it's been there since I was a child growing up, it's sad that it should be

taken down!!

Suzanne Ross Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows are a landmark I always look at with great pleasure as I drive past

them.

Fiona Wimblett Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 They are part of the character of this area.



Name Location Date Comment

Zoe Maddison Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Because on what is a boring mundane journey these cow's always bring a

smile to my face

Age 43y

Madeleine Scarlett-Smith Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Stop this madness! The cows are the best (only) good thing about the M3

julie Rule southampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 For years we have been travelling to Chiswick to visit family, we always knew

we were nearly there when we saw the cows on the roof. We love them.We are

visiting again at the end of July, they will be truly missed. a landmark gone!

Jude Painter Moggerhanger, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 SO MANY REASONS! I cant even.

Lucy Store Stamford, CT 2014-07-11 Childhood memory!

Linda Wright Walton-on-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 They made me smile each morning on my way to work and again in the

evening - although more in the morning as it was on the right side for me. Just

a cheerful start to the day's work

E Crabtree Hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 As a child I looked for the cows to know I was nearly home, as have my

children since.

Tom McMahon London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 These cows were an important part of any childhood holiday, a cry of "cows on

the roof" was how you knew you were on your way or nearly home.

Sue Robins Hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 It is a landmark, the cows have been there since I was a little girl, I am now 60.

Stop taking our heritage away.

Janet Slimm Lightwater, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Grown up seeing the cows on the lawn outside dairy then they were moved to

the roof when the road layout changed. Part of the areas history.

Katy Jennings Hanworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I have lived in Hanworth for over 23 yrs and for as long as I can remember

every time we go past the cows everyone in the car says moo... I have even

got my 3yr saying it.... Now she crys every time we go past because they are

not there... Please put them back up... it helps everyone to know were

Hanworth is...

Jane Shears Richmond, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows are a cheery sign that we are 'nearly home'

Anne Dawson Moray London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 i just like them !!!

Helen Arbon Harare, Zimbabwe 2014-07-11 The cows signal to me and my family that we are nearly home in Twickenham.

They should be there as are a source of fun for many of all ages.

Liz Killip Isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Have four children who have enjoyed passing the cows on every journey on the

M3

Gillian Harrap Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 They are a much loved landmark

Laura Davidge Bognor Regis, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 My son and daughter in law live nearby and miss the cows so please put them

back xx

Debbie Godfrey St Leonards on Sea,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 I grew up in the area and it's always been a focal point and a pleasure to see

when I go past. I pointed them out to everyone I'm with, who's never seem

them.

BRENDA Hughes Isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Years of passing them when my children were small they always looked for the

cows on the roof so thay  where nearly home. They are now in there 30's this

land mark would be miss by meny people.

Helen Hayden Callington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 This is near my Mum and I always used the cows for the right turning.



Name Location Date Comment

Valerie Morton Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Local landmark.  My children, now all in their thirties, knew they were nearly

home after a long journey when they saw the cows.

Ben Fawcett Hampton Hill, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 A landmark that my family and I enjoy seeing on our return back home from

outside of London

Susan Mackintosh Laleham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 They are a landmark, it cheers me up every morning.

hannah Dique london, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 part of my own childhood gone

Laura Irvine-Fortescue London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Travelling back to London weekly my 2 year old looks out for 'cows on roof' all

the way from Hampshire.  Having just driven past and them not being there we

had tears and crying all the way to Hammersmith as I tried to explain to her the

cows had just gone on holiday! Please bring back the cows I don't want the

tears every week!

Karen Silver Byfleet, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 They are iconic. It's a travesty!!

Martin Bass Amersham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 My Dad worked for Goslings builders of Hampton and they build the new then

Jobs Dairy. I believe he actually placed the cows himself when the building was

built

Sue Rivers Sunbury, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Iconic landmark - a traveller's directional landmark

Christine Eustace Hants, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 For 25 or more years the cows have marked the near end of the car journey

from Hampshire to London.

Katherine Barrett Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows are the best part of any long journey home -  please restore them!

Christopher Hadfield Walton-on-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 part of my life for decades

Pam Davies Welling, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 A  major part of mine and my daughters childhood

Susan Kemp Eastbourne, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I lived in Hampton for many years up until 8 years ago. Loved seeing the cows

and always used them as landmark for where visitors should turn off when

coming to see us!

janet williams hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 grew up with them always knew you were nearly home when you saw them

Masha Waring Brentford, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 This has been art of my childhood. To lose something that makes people smile

is a great loss.

Gill McBride Staines upon Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 My daughter fell in love with the dairy cows over 20yrs ago, as did

my other 2 children & now my Grandson! They are an iconic part of

Hanworth & the many journeys that take people past them & should

be put back where they belong! 

Kate Saggi Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I've lived in this area all my life & lived the cows when I was growing up. I now

have a 1 year old son & was looking forward to pointing them out to him, as

they were always my A316 highlight! Please bring them back! We miss them!!

Margaret Annear Rushden, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Brought up in that area, they r a landmark, my kids too.

Anna Lavender London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I LOVE THEM. WHY HAVE THEY GONE AWAY

conor ferris london, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Cuz they go moo

Lynne Thompson Greenford, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 It is part of our family history. Every weekend we passed the landmark by, when

my daughter would tell them to get down( she is now 25)

Jennifer Davies West Molesey, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Been there since i was a child. New we were nearly home when we saw the

cows!



Name Location Date Comment

Mike Nattrass Farnborough, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 seeing the cows when driving past the dairy always makes our day a bit

happier

Ann-Marie Malyon Llandeilo, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 They have been there since I was a little girl and although I now live in Wales

they always put a smile on my face when I come back to London.

Lucy Simpson Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I have relied on those cows for 35 years to know I'm nearly home, and I'd like

my daughter to have the same joy!

Carol Knight Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Because they've ALWAYS been there!!! Please put them back!!

Loretta Westoll-Green Staines, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I was one of those children who used to look out for them on my

journeys...definitely an historic landmark.

Jenny Coates Staines-upon-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 Local Interest/History & EVERYBODY misses them.  Would LOVE to see them

back.

Robert Keen Egham, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I have driven past the cows for many years and remember it was a highlight for

the children when they were young. There would be the build up driving along

"nearly there - cows on the roof coming up" then as we passed the little

cherubs would wave to the cows. Innocent fun and a staple part of driving

through Hanworth and Feltham

Janet Smith London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 They have been a simple but treasured landmark for several generations.

Please give us back our tradition.

Shane Dixon Trying, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Everyone loves cows

G Seccombe Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 gateway to London on way home!

Russell Tuffin Hull, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Looked out for these on trips to and from my Nan's all through my childhood -

love them - restore tehm!!!!

Paul Allen LONDON, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 They are a local landmark, Feltham does not have many of them, so keep the

heritage that still does exist.

geoff hall middx, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 as previous said they are a landmark

SUE Davies feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 The cows are a landmark and my grandson had just started to notice them

please put them back

Paul Cecchi Guildford, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I passed it every weekend as a kid and I want my daughter to see them now

Alissa Khan-Whelan London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 You know you're home from holiday when you see these cows! Bring them

back!

Michael Watt Ascot, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I miss seeing them when I drive down the 316 bring them back

Abbot ale Heslin Peterborough, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows remind me of childhood trips to london

Mark Wiltshire London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 please restore the model cows, they are an icon

Mark Hobson Camberley, Surrey, AL 2014-07-11 I have loved these cows from when I was a little boy visiting my grandparents

in Chiswick and it was always a tradition to count the cows and I wanted to

pass this into my children... How very sad that this is happening!

Tina Carney Bagshot, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 These are just as much as an icon as The Houses of Parliament and the

Camberley Elephant!!

Marianne Hawksworth Salisbury, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I am from Isleworth originally. I used to love the cows when I was a child and

my children loved the cows too. We will miss them when we visit my dad- still in

Isleworth- when we travel to his house via the A316.  It is an iconic landmark

and has delighted many -old and young alike- for decades. Please reconsider

Dairy Crest!



Name Location Date Comment

Harry Saunders Shepperton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I always used to drive past these cows in my grandparents car and have fond

memories of said cows. Their removal deeply saddens me.

Melissa Murpjy Surrey, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 If we keep changing everything nobody will have little things they see which

remind them of the past! These cows remind me of my childhood journeys to

London to visit my grandfather who has now passed away.

Paul Hampton Slough, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I was a passenger in my grandparents and then my parents car through the

70s, 80s and 90s and I'd love my kids to keep seeing the cows for years to

come. "We're going to London daddy!"

Sharon Crosland Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Its been an important landmark throughout my life and its too sad to see it go,

Paul Ranken Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I remember having milk delivered from Jobs Dairy!!

Efua Quashie South Norwood, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 They seem very important

PAM STANWAY GUILDFORD, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 This was landmark which  my children and I looked for whenever we passed

by. Generations have done the same. It's part of local history.

Myles Kemp ss, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I have grown up seeing them as I pass by, they are the only thing in feltham

that has not been vandalized by yobs

john kennedy Penycae, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 It was a landmark in our journey to see Gran. Special memories associated

with those cows however silly it sounds.

Sarah Ball Bournemouth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 My children were distraught this evening on there usual trip to there

grandparents to not see the cows!!! The cows signify that they are 'nearly there'

!!!

RICHARD SHARP SANDHURST, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 they have been part of the skyline and make me smile

neil butler feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 it's a landmark would you take the cows from milton keynes ? NO KEEP THE

COWS ,

Kay Richards Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 It's an important local landmark to me, and our children. We just moved to

Feltham recently, and it helped our boys feel at home, as they had always seen

the cows on the roof on their way home to the old house.

kieron juett Felthamhill, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Cows are magic

gabrielle bradshaw London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 We travel a lot and often pass  Dairy Crest. On a homeward run the message

is always "baby cows" and that is code for nearly home.

PUT THEM BACK PLEEAAAAASE!!

Emma Wallis West byfleet, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I have seen these cows on top of the building ever since it was Jobs dairy and

will be sad if they go.all

Fiona Karimjee Bagshot, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 The building is ugly but the humour I feel on seeing the cows on top was

enough to make me overlook the ugliness. Please bring back/replace the cows

Dairy Crest. I may have to consider buying my milk from the supermarket....

Bonita Walker Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Family use the cows as a direction for family who live away to mark where to

turn off from the 316.

julie headford feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 because they are a historic part of feltham and they hold many memories of

when my kids were little. and they should be restored in their rightful place !!



Name Location Date Comment

Pam Stone Rugeley, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I moved from Hounslow to the midlands 34 years ago and every time I come

'HOME' to visit friends in twickenham I look for the cows.  When I see them I

know that I'm home!!! Even when my children were small, they looked for the

cows and now it's the turn of my grandchildren!!!  Please put the cows back in

place!!!

Lynsey downs Kingston London, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I loved those cows, great advertising too, a much loved landmark

Joanne Rutter Middlesex, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 They have always been there. Things should not disappear because someone

has a budget to stick to. Keep the traditions and don't pay such large bonuses.

What can be better than making people smile. : )

philip Wall Glasgow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I grew up with the COWS and will miss them put them back they are a an

amazing welcoming site

Jacki Parsons Bagshot, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Really miss the cows - it's a real landmark on the way to London!

Marion Chapman Sunbury on Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 They are part of my growing up since 1951!!

Andy Oakley Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 This is a local landmark enjoyed by generations of families.

susan hall wellingbborogh, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 because

Sarah Collar Bognor Regis, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Oh my god!!!  They are the one thing we always look for when visiting my in

laws the girls still have a game that the first person to see the cows are home?

We used to live here and my husband is one of few people to actually be on

that roof and touch the cows , they have to stay , dairy crest are mad to get rid,

cows are iconic.

Elizabeth Neaves Frimley, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 They have been iconic to me, my family and now grandchildren!

Adam Marr Staines, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Becaus it's senseless not to! And what do you mean the fixings? They mooove

all the time ;-)

Barbara Corbett Hordle, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 They have been there as long as I can remember. Please put them back!

Michelle wiseur Margate, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 They are part of my life, my childrens life they have been safe for 37 years so

whats changed

Declan Danaher London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 History

belinda glassup-SMITH Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 The cows have always been there, after bein on a trip me and my family know

were home when I see the cows! Also anyone visiting me, i say come off m3

and c cows then you're at right junction to my house

Berenice Pellicano Whitton, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I drive past every day and the cows make me smile

Elis Matthews Cambridge, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I love the cows, and agree that the building should have them, but I too believe

that it shouldn't necessarily be down the dairy company in the current

economic climate and with recent reports of the difficulty of milk producers to

run a profit.

Perhaps the local community could raise the funds for the cows, or the cost

could be raised by auctioning off the current herd.

Either way, let's get behind the campaign and pressure the powers that be to

moo-ve forward.

Katy Manuel London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 The cows are a much loved landmark.  I loved them as a child, as my children

now love them.

oli ferris London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 They go MOOO (what i used to say when i was a little kid)



Name Location Date Comment

Elaine Pearce Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 An iconic landmark - who else would have cows on the roof except the British!

Tracey Hurley Dubai, United Arab

Emirates

2014-07-11 A big part of my childhood memories. Come on guys, you can afford to fix

them!

Graham Hitchcock Camberley, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Always know to me after my father called them the cows in the sky.

Peter Hewett Horsham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Represents my youth !!!

Richard Maslin Brighton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Because I remember gleefully saying "Hello cows" and "Goodbye cows" every

single day to and from nursery school. 21 years ago. Long may they reign!

Mark Lansley RIchmond, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Udderly disgusted with the removal of the cows

Mark Stephens Walton-on-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 Driven past them all my life, sad to see them go.

Lizzy Lenferna de la

Motte

Hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows symbolised the start of London when on a school trip to Lobdon

when I was little.

Owain Davies kew, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 childhood landmark

Angela West Stroud, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Because they make people smile

kieron Ryan Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 When I return to London and pass the cows I feel like I'm home. Moove you

Caroline Steede Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 For some of our kids these are the only cows they will see, sad but true!

Jude Densley Yateley, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 They were so nice to see on our way into London, please replace them.

Romaine Darey London, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Part of London heritage and history

Catriona Howie Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I was born and raised in st margarets and Twickenham.  My grandparents lived

in kent and the others in Scotland.  We'd always wake up in the back seat of

the car, see the cows and kniw we were coming home.

I'd always assumed it would be the same for my kids. 

P.s im pretty sure, whn no one is looking,  they come alive

anna ta Fleet, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I've loved seeing those cows on my way to Twickenham since before I could

remember. Dairy Crest - please bring them back!!!!

Debra Jones Isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 My children will be very upset not to see them anymore.We always look out for

them!!

Allan Thatcher Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Part of the ident of the area

George Eiloart Hampton Hill, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 You can just Moooooooove them!

Suzanne Flude Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 For our grandad Bill and nan Eileen who both worked for Jobs - and the

company took good care of them both into their retirement. I remember when

the original cows were  out front on the grass, and thought how fantastic that a

little thing like a flyover didn't spell their demise. Come on Dairy Crest - these

beasties mean a lot to a lot of people, and are part of our local history? Do the

right thing :)



Name Location Date Comment

Paul Humphrey Camberley, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I remember the building being built and seeing the cows on the roof as a kid,

and it is something I've never forgotten, plus they're a great landmark for giving

directions!

Vicky Joynes Dibden Purlieu, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I grew up in Hanworth, arriving in 1977. Please put them back.

Becky Dean Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I have always loved looking out for the cows, and it is a pleasant part of any

journey past the dairy.

Steve Morecraft Winchester, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Important landmark should not have been remooved

Helen Jones Sunbury-on-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-11 Miss those cows on the way too and from work everyday.

Alex Sinclair Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 This is a landmark that my children and many other regular passers are familiar

with.  If they have any sense, Dairy Crest will also realise the importance of this

for brand recognition.

Emma Antoine Flood Manchester, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I GREW UP NEAR THESE COWS. I SAW THEM ALMOST EVERY DAY, AND

I WANT MY CHILDREN AND GRANDCHILDREN TO ENJOY THEM TOO. WE

NEED RI REMEMBER WHERE OUR FOOD COMES FROM AND TEACH

OUR CHIKDREN TO BE RESPONSIBLE AND AWARE AND CARING FOR

OUR ANIMALS THAT WE DEPEND OB!

Vince Abbott Middx, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I want the cows back.....now

Tom Payne Sherborne, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 When I travelled up from the southwest to London, the cows were a sign that

we had arrived. Now it's the same for my four children. We saw them once and

a rainbow spanned the dual carriageway ahead. They stand where the pastoral

ends and the urban begins; I had no idea that so many other children and

families felt the same. They've brought us together without us even knowing.

Clare Dempsey North Ipswich, Australia 2014-07-11 Really want to see these cows on my trip to England next year. Would be a

shame to loose them!

sera king Esher, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Ever since I was a little girl I've always mooed as I went past the cows. I'm now

nearly 27 and still do it. The cows need to come back! !!

Patricia Singers Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Part of local History

hannah roberts TWICKENHAM, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I used to love seeing them as a child and still do, although I am now aware that

the cows are not real

Pauline Wickes Egham, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 I am 59 and I think there have been cows there for the whole of my life. It

serves no purpose to remove them.

David Raeburn Lightwater, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Fish needs chips, John needs Yoko, Dairy needs cows. Obviously. I hereby

swear to buy my milk from Tesco's unless the cows come home!!

Jon Hawkins ALDERSHOT, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I passed them going to work and when driving into London for the past 30

years .. they are on a par with the Lucozade Bottle

Helen Cox Richmond, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 I have grown up with the cows. My two daughters and I have always said hello

to the cows since they were toddlers. They are 15 and 12 and we still salute

them. Not any more though!

Kenneth Codd Chichester, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 Heritage

Laura Hedges Australia 2014-07-11 Signing this petition all the way from Sydney Australia...bring back the cows!

What a shame if they are gone forever. I hope they are restored and replaced

soon!



Name Location Date Comment

carole treacher staines, United Kingdom 2014-07-11 Its part of our local history

Ingrid Pedersen Windlesham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows are an important landmark, they should be listed

Patricia Brookwick Tadworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 We have always loved seeing the cows as we drove past and would love to

see them back.

Carien Morabito Isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 My 2 boys, 4.5 and 3y/o LOVE the cows!!!!! We always have a competition to

see who spots them first. Please please restore them in a nice patch of roof

grazing

Michelle Goodridge Hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 My husband worked as security @ dairy crest many years ago & was always a

please ute to say hi to the cows when my son was in his buggy (18 years ago)

going to meet his Dad from work......bring back the cows their a landmark & will

be missed

Jemma Woolford Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 It is how I know I'm home.. Always has been.. 

Jemma 39..

Nikkie Horsey Fernham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-11 The cows were always there as we made our many journeys to visit our

grandparents in Chiswick seeing the cows meant we were almost there

Marina Wingham Shepperton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 The moo cows have to be put back otherwise no-one will know they've reached

the capital city

Andrea Dalton Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 It's the landmark that we are home when coming back along the M3/A316.

Maria Allen Nottingham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 Greatly missed when driven passed the other day. Used to live in Bagshot so

know them well.

Louise Crane London, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 My family frequently travelled from Dorset to London when I was young, and

my two brothers and I used to love watching out for the Dairy Crest cows.

Hannah Dent Woking, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 I loved seeing them on my drive to work each day - sort the cost, minimise the

risk & bring back a landmark feature & part of your heredity dairy crest!

Ellen Yianni London, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 THE COWS! THINK OF THE COWS. Seriously, I like them.

sean young Ridgeville, Canada 2014-07-12 how will I find my way around next time im home with out my Grandma's cows

up on that roof?...

Conor Moss United Kingdom 2014-07-12 It always let me and my sister know we were almost home after a long drive.

Robert Fitzpatrick Sunbury-on-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-12 I remember these from a very early when the company was Jobs, then Unigate

etc, the cows always made us smile when we drove past

tom lalonde london, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 sense of fun and people engaging with their urban environment

Pamela Grig Camberley, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 Once again, people are taking away our heritage and things that have been

there forever.  Health and safety in this country has gone bloody mad and has

a lot to answer for, although I believe a lot of companies use this as a cop out

to stop replacing things

JOHN EDWARDS ADDLESTONE, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 My daughter liked them as a youngster & my grandchildren are fascinated by

them,

Pauline Smoothy London, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 I have loved passing these all my life. I know I am home when we get to the

cows

Sharon Hoult Woking, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 My Dad was a milkman for Jobs Dairy, Unigate & Dairy Crest. He sadly passed

away in 2006, but every time I drive past the cows on the roof they remind me

of my Dad. They are a landmark, and a joy for motorists & passengers who

pass by.

Lorraine Gunn Bagshot, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 It's part of the heritage if the area, it should be a listed feature of the building. It

has been an attraction since my childhood.Please bring back the cows



Name Location Date Comment

Barry good twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 since i was younger,people called it the cows in the sky round about.bring em

back

Mark Hover Walton on Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-12 They have been there as long as I can remember and are a landmark of the

area. I have always thought highly of Dairy Crest for having them. No more till

they return to their rightful place. A few quid well spent to restore these iconic

figures where they belong !

Harriet Filmer Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 Please keep the cows!!!!!

They are so cool, and a bit of fun and a little different - they make everyone

smile. Don't be dull and boring, put them back! Please!?

Claire O'Mara Staines, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 My autistic 7 year old has loved seeing the cows every time we go past them,

he will be devestated to find they are gone and may not cope going past the

dairy anymore. You need to bring back the cows

alison harding london, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 They are a part of Hanworth history. unless you plan to add more cows please

them back.

Robin Drake Bristol, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 Much loved iconic features, meaningful to millions of travellers. A genuine

sculptural 'gateway' to London that hasn't needed a committee of experts or

professionals to decide what the people should like to look at! This is

something worth listing!!!!!!

Pat Hewett Horsham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 The cows were a popular historic landmark, marking the end of the M3, where

countryside gave way to city. Children would climb on the original cows when

they used to be on the ground over 70 years ago!

Jacky Chave-Simons Walton-on-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-12 I live near the dairy and used to drive past every day on my way to work. They

were a landmark.

Jamie Cruise Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 We should encourage a fine local business to keep adding local colour.

jim burton london, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 its the best land mark and my kids like them

ANDY Morgan-Watts Woolaston, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 Up until may this year I was proud to have been an elected Ward Councillor for

HANWORTH. I was born and bread in Hanworth, the Cows are very much part

of mime & many's history.

Dairy Crest. PUT THEM BACK Please

Well done to all those who have signed the petition and greeting to all my

friends in HANWORTH from The Royal Forest of Dean. Andy

Judith Bunting Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 When I lived in Twickenham, the cows always signalled we were nearly home.

They made the whole family smile, not just the children. Best of Luck with the

campaign.

Selena Loving Petersfield, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 The cows on top of Dairy Crest are as much a welcome feature of train rides to

London as any of the London attractions. They should be considered more

highly as without fail the provide quirky heart warming moment deep within

many.

june lyons Bournemouth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 I lived near this area for most of my life an xxx loved these cows, a good land

mark

Christine Davies Cardiff, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 I've known these cows for years. I remember once someone stole them when

they were on the ground and lined them up at a bus stop!! Thankfully they were

restored to their home and moved up onto the roof for all to see from the

flyover. Certainly wouldn't be the same without them.

Kay McLoughlin Folkestone, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 I don't live in that area any more but when I come back to visit I love pointing

out the cows to my kids. Put them back up please :)

Gillian Pearce Surrey, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 The cows must come back please - they are part of our history my children and

grandchildren love them



Name Location Date Comment

Sharon Cannon Surrey, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 I am 44 and As long as I can remember the cows have been there.  We

'mooooooo' at them when w  pass.  My parents did with us and we do with our

daughter.  I am so sad about this.  Pleas  bring the cows back.  I do not want to

make silly threats but I think I would be so disappointed that I would boycott

their products.

Peter Shepherd Blandford Forum, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 These cows are iconic; our daughters used to love seeing them as we

approached London on a day out. Put them back! Health and Safety, my arse!

Daphne Gillett Hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 The Job's Cows were part of my childhood, I am now 70.

Mike Crane Broadstone, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 Trips to and from London to visit my step son were cheered up for our 3 young

children by looking out for the cows. Bring them back!

Dave McBride Christchurch, New

Zealand

2014-07-12 Grew up in whitton.  Family lived in Sunbury.  Used to drive past them every

week.  Local Icon

Sarah Mitson Alton, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 Looking out for the cows was always something we did as kids on trips out in

the car with dad, am 33 now and still ,look out for the cows' ! .. Maybe no

longer : ( .. Bring back the cows ! Please please with sugar on top : ) c

Deirdre Sandilands Lightwater, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 Purely there's my kids childhood right there on display "There's the Cows" was

the cry each time we drove by (they're in their 30's now with kids of their own

landmark !

Matthew Earland Wimbledon, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 A huge childhood memory and something that I will miss either joining or

coming off of the M3 motorway.  Please display them again.

paul donlevy ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 grew up seeing them.

Denise Smock Singapore, Singapore 2014-07-12 Lived in Twickenham most my life, always knew your nearly home when you

see cows. Even the kids 

Know they're home as we go past.

Janet Strudwick Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 You know you are home when you see the cows 

Louise Thomas Leamington Spa, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 Huge part of my childhood, 'the cows!' so sad they have gone.

Michael Hobbs brighton, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 I grew up on the Hanworth/Twickenham border, the cow are iconic. Just the

thought of it makes me smile.

Barry Oaten Hemel Hempstead,

United Kingdom

2014-07-12 These cows are part of our heritage. Put them back!

Beverley Thomson Aldershot, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 They are the local landmark, we need the herd back where they belong.  My

entire family are missing them.

Elizabeth Neilson Hampton, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 They brought such joy to our children (and us!). There will be such

disappointment if they are not reinstated! The next generation will be looking

out for them!

sally Baggett Staines, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 Is nothing sacred?

Steve Day Middlesex, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 Part of local history

Sara Hughes Wyborn Buriton, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 I was born in Feltham, and these appeard on my 13th birthday. Health and

safety gone mad again!

Alec Taylor London, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 These cows are a signpost not just for road users but in the lives of local

people. Bring back the cows!!

millie schwier London, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 Nostalgia



Name Location Date Comment

Hanna Clarke Isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 Whenever I drive past them, they remind me I'm nearly home

Steve Thorne Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 The cows welcome me home when I'm travelling a lot for work - bring them

back!  And move their positions more regularly :)

Chris Payne Buxton, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 They are a link to Jobs dairy and I used to see these regularly when I lived in

West London. In an ever changing world we all need some constants

Claire Hennesy Uxbridge, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 Used to look out for them as a child, iconic cows!

James Parsons London, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 These cows were part of my childhood and always symbolised a welcome

home from weekends away in the country. They should remain for the

generations to come and have a warm place in childrens and families hearts -

Have Dairy Crest heard of positive marketing??

Sophie Parrack Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 Part of my childhood

Alex Drake Prenton, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 Historical memories

Charlotte Dalton Sunbury-on-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-12 big part of my childhood those cows, sad to see them gone tbh, bring back the

cows!!

tallulah silburn Ropley, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 My grandparents have always lived in Twickenham and driving up we always

knew we were close by the cows. Between me and my brother and sister it was

a competition who spotted the cows first. They can't be removed!!!

Kate Cheshire London, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 The cows always brighten up my commute to work, the put a smile onto

everyone's face who pass them by!

Tom Hall CAMBERLEY, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 Have been driving past since 1976. Enjoyed pointing out the landmark to

daughter and visiting relatives and friends. Like the Camberley elephant it has

become part of our family routine to greet them as we pass. Great shame to

lose such an icon.

Charlesondon Owens Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 Three daughters have grown up with "Cows on the Roof" as we return from my

parents in Bournemouth to tell us that we are nearly home. Iconic, irreplaceable

landmark

John Young Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 The cows are an iconic landmark and shoould be preserved.

Denise Roberts Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 Treasured local landmark

Grahame Hadden Hampton,, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 This cows have become part of our local heritage and local landmark from

when Jobs Dairy owned the site. I would urge Dairy Crest to maintain the cows

and mountings and return them to their rightful location for all too see.

Robert Fairless Ashford, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 I seen them ever since I moved into the area over 40 years ago. I've pointed

them out to all the kids in the family. Don't stop now

Paul Williams Hanworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 Land mark that must remain until the building is torn down. Then hew ones

should be put on whatever goes in it's place

Linda Carlson Canon City,, CO 2014-07-12 Because they  are the much-loved indicator of where we turn off to go visit my

cousin  - my 3 kids have always loved looking out to see whio is the first to spot

them.

Janet Marsh Surrey,, Ireland 2014-07-12 Because my 3kids always looked out for them on the way to grandma and

grandpa's

Susan Dyerson Fernhurst, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 a traditional landmark has gone never to be forgotten unfortunately like a lot of

british traditions being wiped from our heritage!

Ben Reed London, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 Because they are lovely and famous, and they clearly need to stay!!!!!



Name Location Date Comment

Ian Wilks London, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 It's a little bit of history which should be retained.

Joanna Wickham London, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 I always use to wave at the cows when I was a kid whenever I left or came

back home, and I still do! I will be gutted to not see them and wave to them

anymore, and I'm 40 now!

Phil Stemp Totton,Southampton,

United Kingdom

2014-07-12 When I drove past, I knew seeing [my now wife] was only a few minutes away.

Jeffrey Smith Feltham, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 The cows have always been a local landmark for me since I was a child and is

something my son now looks forward to seeing every time we pass it on the

way home.

victoria nailor Milford, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 Former Dairy Crest employee - the cows are part of its heritage!

Teresa Norfolk Aldershot, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 Because the cows are a great memory, especially travelling down the A316

during my childhood and saying there's the cows...it would be a travesty if they

aren't placed back on the roof...Put them back!!

Alison Axten Wimbledon, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 These cows are a great part of my life, having being born in Sunbury and

moving around a lot, seeing the cows have always been a sign that I'm nearly

'home'.

Nicky Wood Richmoid, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 For people that grew up here, and either still live here or have moved back,

they're part of our history.  We want them to stay.

Jarmila Halovsky-Yu Lightwater, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 Please restore the iconic cows to the top of the building.

Tina Corneille Richmond, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 Th cows have been a landmark for decades my children always looked out for

them when going up and down the a316 to sunburn and back to richmond. My

granddaughter loved seeing them too and was very disappointed when they

were not there last weekend.

Paul Hickson Esher, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 I remember these as a child.  They were always a landmark. Dont let them go!!

Susan Espi Sunbury-on-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-12 My children love the cows. Please put them back up!

Sarah Vass hounslow, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 The cows always bring a smile when driving through an otherwise fairly dreary

landscape. Fully understand H&S concerns but please restore them! Thank

you

eve timney london, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 We love our cows! Bring them back!

Jeremy Dixon Winchester, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 Every time we drove to london always made the point of telling whoever in the

car to have a look

Hannah Reynolds Teddington, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 I

Daniel Troll Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 They are a cherished local landmark.

Sarah Kirk Wareham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 I loved those cows! 

they brought the countryside into the metropolis!

We passed them twice a week all my childhood, outgoing in school uniform

every friday afternoon, and incoming in the early hours of a monday morning in

my nightclothes having been got up at around 5.00, sleeping the three hours

into London until we were 'nearly there'.  They should be Grade I listed.

Liz Gers Brentford, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 For the past 27 years - It's tradition that I wave to the cows en route when I visit

family in Devon #distraught :(

Bernadette Joslin Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 Iconic land mark



Name Location Date Comment

Annelise Wilkinson Guildford, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 Those cows have been a greatly loved landmark for myself and my family for

over 60 years.  Please restore and return them!

Julia Newman Fleet, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 Important landmark on many a journey with my 2 boys when they were young

(now in their 20s) ... and still talked about.

Krystalla Ward Isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 My family have loved those cows for over 30 years.  Now my grandchild does

too - don't spoil our journey.........

jack branch Ashford middlesex,

United Kingdom

2014-07-12 childhood memory, i would like to see them looking like they did when i saw

them as a child

Paul Parrish Twickenham, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 Oh God, does everything have to be about money?

Amanda Brewster Richmond, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 The cows have been a landmark to us since we moved to our home in West

London.  As we drive down the M3 we always wave.  Many years ago they

used to decorate the roof with Christmas trees to amuse the Cows.  Please

bring them back.

Claudia Brewster Richmond, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 Those cows are a lovely memory from my childhood and a great landmark

Paul Garnett walton on thames, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 These cows are an iconic piece of local history. It is always a highlight of a

Journey into london to point these out to my children as they were pointed out

to me by mine. Generations have done these. Please bring the cows back.

Jane Mayers Sunbury on Thames z,

United Kingdom

2014-07-12 Local landmark

Jill Juttner Sunbury on Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-12 It's a little bit of local history enjoyed by my kids and now by grandchildren.

Mike Bell Shoreham by Sea,

United Kingdom

2014-07-12 Long term local landmark

Julie Elgar Isleworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 I grew up with the cows!

Rhona Farrugia Hanworth, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 I have lived in Hanworth for nearly 40 years & I already miss seeing the cows.

They're a nice personal touch to the dairy

Ian DEED Sunbury-on-Thames,

United Kingdom

2014-07-12 Why would you remove the cows?  They are iconic.

Wendy Waghorn London, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 I have seen it since a child and pointed it out to my children, and now my

grandchildren, I drove past yesterday and they were no longer there!

Cliff Hortin Basingstoke, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 When driving from Basingstoke to London it a site you always look for it's

unique it has to stay when giving people directions you will always reference

the cows on the roof

Clifford Phillips Woking, United Kingdom 2014-07-12 My kids grew up looking at those cows every time we visited family in Whitton,

they always looked out for them and got so excited when they saw them, I

would like my grandchildren to see them as well. Bring the cows back.

Julia Ball Staines, Saint

Barthelemy

2014-07-12 Since I was a little girl and my dad use to drive pass the cows he always got us

to count them and use to tease us that one was missing. They are part of the

A316 and it would be part of the local history you would be removing. I hope in

years to come to show them to my grandchildren.

Simon Leech Wantage, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 This is a lighthearted landmark, and always brings a smile to my face

Jo Schaefer Normandy, United

Kingdom

2014-07-12 Always looked for them when I was little driving home from holidays


